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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENOATIOtt~ 

SE>verel conclusions and recomPnrfntlon!l can be 
renched from the overview of th~ fthf pbuilding 
end shiprepalr industry. 

1. Main shipyards facilities as flonting docks,slip 
weys,synchrolift, len~th of ptrPs which decide 

about production capacity both ~hlpbuilding and 
shiprepeiryerds ere very attractive for the poten
tial local or foreign customers. 

2. From the preliminary interview with some Polish 

shipyards it results that they ere seriously inte

rested in entering into relations with the ship

yards of Kaliningred region to place here orders 
for shiprepairing services. 

The letters of-intend in this scope will be pre
sented by Polish shipyards soon. 

3. A~ in other post socialist countrlrs,restr':.lcturing 
d~cision must be the carrier or chnn~e. 

1'he frnmework of a hipbulldin~ nric1 !\h l prepeir ing in

du!" try 1-r. is Rreet need of a prompt chan~e in order 
to survive without subsidies for the time being. 

~. Inefficiencies of 1lex1b111ty nnrl mnblllty,d~ficits 

of hard currency,low profitAbillty,detertorating 

position on the sale market end leek of motivation 
to chan~e ore some of the problems which ·equire 
rapid solutions. 

5. Privatizeticn in itself is not the immediate solu
tion to ~11 problems of shipbuildinp, and shiprepai
ring industry. It is counted upon to bring better 
fi~ancial and technical management,end it permits 
those enterprises which are efficient end viable 

' 

to ,be saved. 
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6. A combination of financial instruments must be 

employed to support shipbuildin~ nnd shiprepairing 
industry. This may include sell in~, lensing or hl
rln1t out pert of property RS h'lll!t,estetes , pro
duction dlvisions,obteininR forrlpn investmer.t 
CApi tel. 

7. SWOT en&lysis made ln this drnft Identify 

strengths and weaknesses of the nector and sug
p,est strate~ies to Improve thP. 9ltuntion. 

8. Computerizing of the managerial end technologlcal
productlon organlz~tion of the shipyard will 

facilitate effectiveness of mnne~ing wor~ ordering 
of materlels,speclfy all neces~nry prices,check own 
stock,esteblish quickly profit nnd loss Prognosis. 
Plenning,eccount model, time reP,istratton, financial 
reports etc. also will be programmed. 

9. Building of hulls equipped with basic components • 
Steel plates are already processed end built in 

a hull and 50ld at satisfactory price. But to be 

competitive on the market shipynrd~ should fulfill 
customer requirements as to thr quol1ty of the 
works and punctuality of the ordrr. 

10. The Ru!\stnn merchant fleet CAP"~f tv is too large 
And somr. !'iAVinp,s could be mnr!I'..' hy rrducing the 
numbC'r of nhips. This con bP clnnr hy ncrapinP, of 
~ome of oldesl ships. 

Or~onizotton of such scrappln~ ntonds may be made 
et the shipyards and to earn the money to export 
steel scrap,!or which ls great demnnd. 
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11. Support of national shipbutldlt1P. Industry is 
different in particular countrlP~. 

!n richer countries of more developped capital 
market the wider range of governm~nt aids is noted. 
West countries are at the top of direct and indi
rect support to shipbuildin~ tndu~try. 
At least some subsidies for Kelinlngrad shipyards 
must be provided. 

12. Programme of training and introduction of company 
management methods to ensure efficiency of opera
tion and high and uniform quality of products should 
be undertaken. 

13. Measures to be taken to ensure reliability of ships 

equipments an~ steel plates supply from the domes
tic ancillary manufacturers at good quality and 
competitive prices. 

14. The initintives should be put forvnrd by shipbuil

dlnR,mAchinery,mili tary complPx 111 virtue of common 

intere~t end advantage. 

Thi~ would create a new form of or~anization 

(holdtn~) in order to take ndv"ntARe of fJxed assets, 
employmPnt, stock and reservr~,current accomplishment 
of concluded contract end llnhlllttes. 

In a scope of holdinp: it would b~ ,.nsier to include 

to the cooperation banks to ~et credits and banks 

guarantee for the vessels and production for machi
nery industry. 

15. Quality MAna~ertal System JSO 9001 3hould be imple
mented, as most of the wrld shlpyords have already 
obtRined it or they are in the course of introducing. 
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THE MISSION 

All findings, statistics, publications used in the con

duct of this Report were obtained during consultant mi
ssion in Kaliningrad, meetings and interviews with Ship
buildingyards and Shiprepairingyards Management. 

During the briefing with Mr.Rudolf H.Hueller - Senior In
dustrial Development Officer from UNIDO end Mr. Sven Ma

uleon - Team Leeder it was agreed that the consultant will 
concentrate on problems identifying shipbuilding end ship
repalr industry. 

Split mission was continued 32 days from 11.06.95. till 
15.09.95. (with breaks). 

I wish to acknowledge end extend my full appreciation to 
those of the Keliningrad Regional Adm1nistrat10n, manage

ment end staff of shipbuilding and shiprepalrlng yards for 
their excellent cooperation end assistance in providing of 
vital information end inspection tours necessary to comple
te this Report. 

My sincere gratitude is also extended to those many perso
nages from Kaliningrad Technical Institute and Kaliningrad 
International Business School who contributed their time, 
knowledge end personal experiences to this Report. 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the Report were to be: 

1.Identi!y the opportunities and con~trnlnt~ for the the 

shipbuiding and shlprepair industry in Knllningrad. 

2.Propose strategies to be adopted to streF,then the shipbui
lding end shiprepair industry. 

3.Identify viable investment and develorment projects ba
sed on the above strategies. 
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PROJECT BACGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION 

History 

Region of Kaliningrad /territory: 15100 sq.km ,population 

910.000 inhabitants/,borders with Poland,Lithuania and 

Baltic Sea. 

The city of Kaliningrad /population 500.000 inhabitants/ 

dates to 12 th century when it was founded by the Teutonic 

Knights /Grand Master Heinrich von Hohenlohe I and known 

as Koenigsberg. By the 16th ~entury it was one of the 

Hanseatic trading cities exporting timber, grain and hemp 

to other countires in Europe. 

After secohd world war' the city and region were named Kali

ningrad and incorporated to the Russian Federdtion. Population 

of the region is 0,6 \ of Russian F<'dcr<Jtion and of the same 

percentage is contribution to the whole industry and 

ture. 

agricul-

The transport is well developped,spccially sea transport, 

which reaches yearly around 4 mln Lons of commodities in 

import and export. 

Sea ~nd ocean sciences are at the world level and the number 

of research institutions in the region total 34. The system 

of education consists of three civil higher schools I 1200 

students/one of them it is university /5000 students/. 

Trends. 

At the begining of io91 source of mntcrinls became worsP. 

and reached critical situation for nll branches of the 

economy,specially in building,machi11<-R, nhips and 

shiprcpairing industries. 

Paper-celluloge industry has noted only Arnall recession 

thanks to high USO exchange rate ,which mude export pro-
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f i tubll.!. 

With the purpose however to restrain the negative ten

dency it has been apportioned in 1993-94 from Russian 

Federution budged considerable c.amount. The measure was 

to suppor~ the traditional economic possibilities of 

the region in the time of the restructure. Planned 

delivery of the means from Federal sources as government 

subsidy and credit amounted to 60 milliands RblE. 

Flow of foreign funds in investment form did not expand 

in these domains where it was expected after Free Economic 

Zone cstublishment ( 0,5 mln USO in 1993). 

The i·c..ason of such "state of affairs" is high inflation, 

what mclkcti practically impossible to guarantee longterm 

investment credit and attract both own and foreign capital. 

Though in this case were positive examples of practical 

applit.:Jlion of new technology in shiprcpairing construction 

and ~clulusc industries. In particular it comes to the front 

coopcrution with Polar.d,Bialorus and Lithuania,especially 

with Elblag and Gdansk voivodeships in the range of ship

repair, shipbuilding and machine industries. 

Future 

The privileges of the Free Economic Zone given in December, 

1993 for 10 years were abolish~d by a President Decree 

in March,1995. The reestablishment of the p.riviltiges 

for the region was lately in the first reading by state 

Duma /ilftcr season-s break/,there will be second and third 

votiny.If they will be voted through they give the opportunit} 
for: 

- forntiur tax limitation to 20 \, 

- spcci~l tax /3 %/ and duty on consumption abolishing, 

- new cnll:1·prises will bP. cxemplcc.l from the tax during 2 year:: 

- c.tdmi11ii.L1ulion of region rill hJvu the right to conclude 
i11lc111Jlional contracts. 
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PROJECT CONCEPT FOR YANTAR SHIPYARD. 

For the short term the steps should be taken to iin

plement the following building programm~: 

Fish farmers from the Kaliningrad region are going to 

build series of small fishing boats at the range of 

30 t. deadweight each and in the number of 80 - 90 

units. 

~antilr shipyard is ready to build m1ch boats in the 

m.::nbcr of 30 units per year and nt th" price .~round 

80.000 USO per unit. 

The whole contract should be worth 6,5 mln USO -

- 7,2 mln USO. 

The new project for production of 1·011t ,, l!tcrs provide 

to be built 20.000 sea containers, 60.000 pieces of 

sheet rolling and 5000 parts for containers per tear. 

Total production value is estimated on 3-~ mln USO 

in the first 2-3 years period. 

Ministry of Transportation from Moscow has a project 

relating to the urgent building programme of at least 

11 tankers- ice - breakers which will replace this 

type of vessels taken over by Latvia after a break-up 

of former Soviet Union. 

Contract for these units is worth around 250 million 

USD. 

The displacement of the tankers w i I I h~ from 2500 t -

- l4.000 tons which corresponda to th,. production pro

fi!e of the Yantar Shipyard • 

.. 
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It might be taken by the shipyard at least 1/3 - 1/2 

of the whole building project what means 3 - 5 vessels 

at the total amount around 66 - 88 million USD ,which 

could be built in 2-3 years period. 

For the long period term there is building programme 

for 44 units of this type totaling 900 million USO. 

kussian shipowner"Baltic Shipping Co." from Kaliningrad 

is going to build timber carriers having 2600 DWT each 

in number of 4 units. 

The main vessels dimensions arc: 

1 x b x t = 86,6 x 12,8 x 3,0 m .,t speed = 12 knots. 

The price of the vessel is around 4 - '1,5 million USO. 

The whole contract could be realized during 2-3 years 

period and it would yive shipyard around 3 - 5 million 

USO per year. 

As shipyard has good experience in building of aluminium 

different constructions ( like cutler hulls for the 

German firm "Fassmer" ) it could hP co11!>idered to start 

construction accommodation - ladders. 

These devices which average price is 30.000 - 60.000 USO 

per unit could be sold at the begining for internal ~arket, 

which is estimated for more than 100 units per year. 

Assuming that 1/4 - 1/3 of this demand will be taken by 

the shipyard it makes yearly worth cc1pacity about 

900.000,- USO - 1.350.000,- USO. 

' 
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PROJECT CONCEPT for MARINE ENGINEt:RING SERVICE. 

For the ~hort term shipyard could develop its produc

tion of pannels made of natural wooden strips and 

joined with glue. 

As these pannels may be used for production of different 

furniture and are destinated to equip vessels superstruc

tures it would be a good opportunity to direct part of 

them for export. It needs of course some marketing espe

cially in the shipbuilding countries like Lithuania , 

Ukrainn, Poland, Romania, Chroatia. 

As the competitive prices for the9r. pannels amounts around 

USD 16,- per sq.m it would increase the yearly global re

venue of the shipyards from 10 \ to 20 \ or even up to 

30 '· 

The next short term undertaking could be creation of the 

flying brigades consisting of 12 - 15 people and emplo

ying the following technicians and engineers: 

1 - engineer electro-radio-navigator. 

1 - engineer electro-mechanic. 

i - costs calculation technicians. 

2 - 3 - electricians. 

1 - radio - navigator. 

2 - 3 - mechanics 

1 - 2 - welders and lock-smiths 

2 - 3 - cleaners - painters. 

These brigades ( 4 - 5 teams or cvr.n more depending on the 

demand for such repairs ) having skilled and experienced 

technicians and engineers could c~rry-out routine re

pairs on the vessels when they change abroad their crew 

for r:ew one. 
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PROJECT CONCEPT FOR PREGOL SllIPREPAIRING YARD. 

For the short term it could be good to create flying 

repair brigades consisting of 12 - 15 people and 

employing the following technicians and engineers: 

1- engineer electro-radio-navigator 

1- engineer electro-mechanic 

1 - costs calculation technicians 

2-3 - electricians 

1 - radio-navigator 

2-3 - mechanics 

1-2 - welders and lock-~miths 

2-3 - cleaners-painters 

These brigades ( 4 - 5 teams or even more de1 ~ding on 

the demand for such repairs ) having skilled and expe

rienced technicians and engineers could carry-out rou

tine repairs on the vessels when they change abroad 

their crew for new one. 

For the long term project there will be investment pro

ject of Maritime Container Terminal. Its transhipment 

is to be 1,1 mln tons/year including 20 and 40 feet 

containers 

But from the capital input point of ~iew which is 

going to be invested at gross value of 48 mld USO 

within 3 years period it looks not so optymisctic. 

It could be adviseable to consider construction of 

the boats and rescue vessels made of reinforced fibre 
gldS9. 

As shipyard dispose halls and labour forces is would 

be good to ~tart such production brca11se it does not 

need special facilitien investment. 
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The market for this type of boats is very large both 

internal and external. 

Prices for plastic rescue boat9 varie6 from 40.000 -

300.000,- USO per unit and still there is not natio

nal builder. 

Shipyards import these boats mainly from Finland,Norwaz 

and Poland. 

There are also a considerable interest of some west 

eurupean producers to enlarge their production capaci

ty by creating of joint-ventures companies • They 

deliver in the scope of joint undertaking know-how, 

designes , materials and what is most important assure 

distribution of the products. Estimated yearly income 

of the shipyard from this production would be around 

5-10 mln USO, 
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PROJECT CONCEPT FOR SVETI.Y SIIIPREPAIRING YARD 

For the middle time term could come into force 

the contract for the bunkiering boats of 300 t. 
displacement. 

It originates from the joint design of 300 tons 

water bunkiering vessel and 330 tons cod -liver 

bunkiering ship and elaborated by Lithuanian Insti
tute of Fleet 

This bunkiering boat may be built for Kaliningrad 

Port Authorities in the number of 2-J vessels per 
year 

Cost of one unit is around 223.000,- USD ( together 

with credti interests) and 189.000,- USO (without 
credit). 

This undertaking is worth about 670.000,- USD -

892.000 ,- USD yearly and could be contin~ed during 
J-5 years period. 

Private Co. "SAAM! " is going to build fish proce

ssing vessel~ at 60 tons of capacity and 4 vessels 

per year, and small stern tra~lers dc~igned for Barents 

sea,abt 80 tons of capacity and 4 vessels per year. 

D~cumentation for both type~ of vessels has been alre

ady prepared by "Inz9iprvr7bflot~from Nikolaiew and 
"Lithuaniana lnstitut " from Klaipcda. 

Price for fish processin~ vessel will be around 

110.000,- USO per unit and 140.000 ,- USO for 
stern trawler. 

This could give shipyard yearly about 1 mln USO income. 
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For the long term it could be developped wood proce

~sing line to treat some kind of wood having large 

demdnd abroad. To this purpose it should be made some 

investment in rebuilding of the pier of 110 m length. 

It is appreciate~ that production ~apacity will be 

40-50 cu. m. cf treated wood,which could give some 

income around l_ - 15 mln USO yearly. 
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Strengths 
Causes 

Contracts for the new vessels arc included lately 
at the price of I Oo/o lowcr then the average level 
for the same type and tonnage of the vessels 

Weaknesses 
Causes 
Contracts are usually concluded basing on the 
existing shipyard experiences, so called "list of 
ref crcnces" which arc required by the potential 
custom en 

Long delivery delay of the vessels ( some time 
beyond of the contracts stipulation) 

Opportunities 
Causes 
It is provided steadily increase of the world 
merchant fleet during the next a f cw years (bulk 
carriers, compound vessels and others) 

Threats 
Causes 
To comply with increasing demand for the 
v...ssels, world shipping industry arg·:mentcd 
twice their level of production(increasing the 
prod'Jctivity or lab1:1r) 

Effects 

Shipowners from Malta, Greece, some 
from South American count interested to 
place the orders for new building vessels 

Effects 
Kaliningrad shipyards will be obliged to 
present such evidences when negotiate 
export contracts for the vessels, 
they have it obviously not for the time 
being 
It causes rising of the fmal prices of the 
building vessels because of materials which 
increase by 7% • 9% yeariy. Additionally 
shipyard must pay cCJnventional penalties. 

Effects 
There is still demand on the market for the 
vessels (types like general cargo vessels, 
compound vessels, being of interest of the 
local shipbuilders) 

Effects 

Action 

To develop offensively shipbuilding market 
activity by different intennediate 

Actions 
To increase the efforts taking over as much os 
possible of the Russian building orders 

When building contra(,;ts are negotiated it must 
be taking into consideration the longer period of 
the vessels constn1ctlon. 
Max. shortening of the building period. 

Action 
Flexible and recognizing marketing in all 
directions. Open for the external contacts. 

Action 
There exist threat of intercepli..11g of the majority 
orders for the vessels by the strong shipyards using 
new building technologies 

To advance technological level of 
construction of the vessels and labC'r 
productivity 

N 
0 

.. 
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Table II 

Strengths and weaknesses of the shipbuilding 

industry in Kaliningrad. 

Strengths 

First·contracts.to sell· 
vessels abroad have been 
concluded,next under ne
gotiations. 

Floating docks well equi~ 
pped with lifting outfits 
and floating cranes. 

Pires length with cranes, 
sufficient to equip two, 
three medium size vessels 
simultaneously. · 

Qualified persons,very skil
led workers ,and own techno
logical-design office emplo
ying 114 ships designers. 

Well done marketing with 
people speaking foreign 
languages. 
Participation at internatio
nal fairs e.g.Nordshipping'95 
Oslo 

Brokers represenatives abroad. 

~eaknesses 

Long period of ships construction 
(14 months for general cargo 
vessel) · 

Lack of economy when the hull is 
constructed (no such need in case 
of navy vessels building ). 

Terms of payment very hard (first 
class bank guarantee needed for 
prepaiment) 

Practically do~s not exist 
computerized system of book
keeping. 

Government is not interested 
to give shipyard credits at low 
rate. 

For shiprepair there are not 
available spare parts of western 
manufacturers. 
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Table III 

Opportunities end threats for the 
shipbuilding industry in Kaliningrad. 

Opportunities 

There are not traditional 
neighbouring competitors 
for the range of building 
vessels (only from China)_. 

Good market for the contai
ner and general cargo 
vessels of medium deRd
veight tonnage. 

Low salaries of workers. 

Thrests 

3 navy ships still haYe not 
been ~~mpleted( frozen money). 

Long delay in delivery causes 
rising of the final price of 
vessel because of material costs, 
and as result transaction may 
be not econom1caly justified. 

SVOT ANALYSIS, REALITY AND VISIONS • 

SVOT analysis - reaU. ty. 

The strengths and weaknesses of the shipbuilding industry 
are listed in table No. III. 

The weaknesses prevail the strengths and still there is 
a chance that this industTy would be established as promi
sing in the region in the years to come. 

The situation of shipbuilding in"dustry for the next 7 years 
shows the expansion of the capacity of the world fleet and 

it offers opportunities. 

The opportunities and threats are shown in table No.IV. 
Although there is competition from China( the same range 
ot building vessels) but Poland with its deadveight capa-
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city (building over medium size ) and advanced technc- -
logy,and increasingly tight costs situation in the 
future,the opportunities are stronger than threats and 
of course if industry profits from the neighbouring 
with Polish shipyards. 

SWOT analysis - visions. 

The impact of weaknesses and threats of shipbuilding 
industry in Kaliningrad can be reduced and the strengths 
and opportunities improved giving some support as con-

. 
struction grants , tax benefits, reconstructuring aids 
financial programs , government ownship,research and 
development aids , sale aids. 

Of course it is impossible to remove all weaknesses 
and threats,but their effect can be diminished. 
For example,without new technology of ·hull building 
as automated completion of the material and horizontal 
transport,cutting of steel plates with application of 
effective plazma arc cannot be shortened the building 
period of the hulls. 

Also it is often mounted in the b}ock of machinery 
compartment the majority of machines and instalation 
~till before assembly of upper deck when access to the 
block is easy. Without this technology cannot be shor
tened the equipment period of the vessel. 

Some of the measures ( as initial prefabrication of 
the hulls with computer aids~painting by sprayed method) 
can be implemented in short term (one, tvo years) others 
require more time. Most of the measures are on a company 
level,but others require regional efforts or central ad
ministration support as development of credit institu
tions. 
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STRATEGIES AND DEVELOPMENT AREAS OF SHIPBUILDING 

General 

According to the findings published by Fearnresearch 
in Fearnleys Review an increase of world merchant 
fleet has reached in 1994 the record level of 661,9 
millions tons of deadweight. 

1995 will be the consecutive fifth year of growth (ave
rage around 2 ~ yearly) of wotld merchant shipping. 

Table 2. 
Delivery of nev tonnage in 1992-1993. 

Year Tankers Bulk Compound Others Jointly 
carriers vessels 

1992 121-15372 . 6~~4331 14-1502 503-5029 700-26234 
1993 125-16738 95-7911 5- 426 450-5038 675-30113 

1994 128-17455 88-7892 11-1451 483-6534 710-33332 

. 
Findings show number·or vessels ah8 deadveight in thousand 
tons. 
Tankers,bulk carriers and compound vessels above 10.000 tons 
deadweight.· 

During the last several years the production level augmen
ted twice.it was cause~ by the increase of productivity 
of labour in all world shipy~rds. Main propulsion of these 
positive changes was quick te.chnological progress in ship

bui lding engineering. 



Year 

1995 
1996 
1997 
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Table 3. 

Forecast of world merchant fleet development 
in 1995-1997 in millions tons of deadvei~ht. 

Tankers Bulk Compound Others Jointly 
carriers vessels 

258,0 225,0 25.0 151,0 659,0 
258,0 229,0 22,0 156,0 665,0 
261,0 230,0 20,0 160,0 671,0 

Growth of new tonnage excaled the level of the scrapping 
one ,which in 1994 was 16,7 mln loading capacity. 
The vessels of low technical standard and old units,vorked 
out,threatening to the elvironment are of excess quantity. 

Prices 

Central and East Europe shipyards like Polish,Ukrainian , 
Russian recorded last year increase of their orders booked. 
Market activity focused on conventional and container tonnage. 
Russian and Ukrainian shipyards concluded contracts for bulk
carriers, tankers and general cargo vessels at around 10 ' 
reduced prices comparing to the average prices of the world 
tonnage. 

Table 4. 
Average prices of conventional world tonnage 
in 1993 - 1994~ ( mln USO ). 

Vessel type and deadweight DWT 1993 1994 
mln USO 

Tankers 90.000 46 43 -44 
Bulk carriers 45.000 23-24 24-25 

70.000" 28-29 28-29 
' 

Product carriers 30.000 26 28 
45.000 30 32-34 

' 
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Shipyard ~~dernization. 

There are modernization works in the majarity of shipyards 
at present,which in consequence will readjust the building 
of a whole range of modern vessels. 

However the restruct~ring of the shipyards of Kaliningrad 
region must be implemented step by step,yet they start more 
and more to be open for the external contacts and approacba
bl e for the foreign customers to become respectable rival 
at the shipbuilding market. For the time being their stre: 
ngth are wage costs,comparatively modern techno-technolo
gical equjpment and favourable climati~ conditions. 
Still the obstacles to conclude the shipbuilding contracts 
are : financing and bank guarantee. 
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Reliability of shipbuilding. 

Economic and political position after the break up 
of the former Soviet Union impose new terms for Ru
ssian :~shipyards and shiprepairyards. It dema1ls deep 
restructuring and modification of existing production 
patteres. 

A~ubstantiar problem is the considerable percenta
ge of backward merchant fleet which should ·be scra
pped and replaced by new ships. 

Morover the tonnage transmitted to Ukraine and Baltic 
countries need to be supplemented. 

According to the findings pu~lished by Shipbuilding 
Institut of Krilow Russia needs in 1994-2000 the 
following units: 

Table 1. 

units total development 
mln tons 

Merchant vessels 560 8,4 
Fishing vessels 580 ) 1,5 ) River-sea vessels 360 ) 

Total cost of this new expenditure amotlrits to 22 mld GSD 
Most of these vessels are to be built at Russian shipyards. 
Shipyards must be prepa~ed for this building plans which 
will comprise the following phases: 
-First is 2-3 years period of ~estructuring of the ship
yards, improvement of p~oductivity,efficiency,quality. 
and protection of enviromment ( see Annex •• •• ) 
It should be considerably restricted and even given-up 

the production of special units such as warships in ta-
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favour of the production of advanced merchant vessels 
and other types designed for civilian purposes. 

-Second is till 2000 year vhen it la going to be con
tinued upgrading of aodern technology and civilian 

· Sh1pbuild1!lg for internal and mainly for external aa
rket, This period of building for domestic market villbe 
the good base to acquire references for presentation 
of the vide building offer to foreign customers and 

shipowners. 

These ambitious plans of re~:.ructuring and ·conversion 
of shipbuilding industry may be difficult but it is 
must for shipyards and their management. 

Presently shipyards decline from execution of domestic 
orders because of high inflation and deeply involved 

in debt of the main present clients-navy and other 
shipowners forthe already delivered vessels, 
Resolution of these finan6ial problems should be first 
of all through acquiring of hard currency. 

Shipyards are starting to be open for eaternal contacts 
and easy of access for foreign customers. Because of 
P.rodction profil they vere practicaly till nov isolated 
from commercial and cooperatio~ contacts. There is no 
doubt that the advantage of the Russian shipyards are 
the wage costs, which are lover than those of other 

shipyards. 

Project concept. 

Besides these general opportunities and constraints 
for shipbuilding industry there is also advantage for 
market activity. 

' 
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As some tankers - ice -b~eaker~ anchoring at the Baltic 
ports vere taken over by Latvia after a break-up of 
former Soviet Union,it is necessary nov to restore this 
f"leet. 

In order to deliver crude oil and it:s products to the 
north ports,vhere conventional tankers have no chance 
to call at these ports through most of the year,Central 
Administration is forced to charter such vessels. To·~-tbia 
purpose a joint-venture company has been created vith 
state shares that is going to build urgently:at least 
11 tankers-ice-breakers. Contract for these units is 
worth 250 millions USD._All together 1-t should be built 
44 units of this type to the end of 2000 year. 
The total cost of this undertaking et a rough estimation 
amounts to 900 millions USO. 

The sizes of the tankers planned to be built are in tbe 
technological-productive range of th~_shipyacd· Jantar. 
It would be then a good opportunity for the shipyard 
to acquire at least e pe~t of order for the vessels in 
question. 

Competitors for Russian shipyards are for example 
Ukrainian ones,which production is destinated for export. 
There are nine of them and they can built different 
type of vessels till 3C>p000 deedveight. 

Meanwhile Russian shipyards are adapted to build smell 
and medium ships of deadweight till 12.500 ton ( Jantar 
shipyard) and till 70.000 tons in other shipyards. 

Sources of financing of the renewai programme of backward 
tonnage and modernization of Russian shipyards is merchant 
fleet capital being accumulated from incomes received by 
state budget es tax paid by shipowners. 
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A support should also be given from enterprises which 
cooperate with maritime transport and foreign inveators
mainly by technology transfer,redemption of shares at 
the shipyards and creation of joint-venture companies. 
For example German holding of shipyards purchased some 
bundle of shares at Russian shipyards. 

Readjustment of shipbuilding industry should concentrate 
on privatization. Central administration has apportioned 
three category of enterprises. 

-The first category comprises that which will be priva
tizated. 

-To the second category belong these en~erprises which 
privatization depends on government recognize and in 

this category are shipping companies and some of the 
shipyards. 

-In the third category there are economic units and mi
litary establishments vhich vill not be privatizated 
at all. That are to be some shipyards and commercial 

ports. 

Based on the ~trategies and development areas as presen
ted above some projects can be formulated.Some of them 
point out e~tion in the short term and they can be for
mulated as concrete proposals.Others are more for the 
long term over 10 years. 

For the short term,project can be formulated in rela-
tion to investment in new technology of shipbuilding 
and improvement of the production facilities. 

Second type of projects are development assistance or 
training projects which concern. improvement of marke
ting and higher cost of efficiency in production. 
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'nle long term projects for shipbuilding yards_ 
relate to building oil pipe line and nev ·slipways. 

This is something the shipyard vill have to consider 
over next fev years in order to formulate their 
ovn individual or joint inves~ment project. 

The question arises whether the shipyards should 
undertake these activities individually on their ovn 
or if some assistance vill be provided to them by 
the Kaliningrad Administration or by UNIDO. 
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STRENGTHS 

Causes 
Creation of joint venture companies ha\ing the 
network of shiprcpearing localized in different 
places 

World economic is slowly coming out of 
recession 

WEAKNESSES 

Causes 
Shipowners look ancr economy in the 
exploitation costs and rcpain of vessels 
Russian sh.ipowncrs carry out rcpain far from 
Russian sh.iprepairyards 

Shipowners increase the pressure on 
classificaul'ln societies and administration to 
reduce the techrucal exigencies during the routine 
inspections 
Lacie of lons-tcnns credits at a reasonable level 
of rates 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Causes 
Increasing of the age of the vessels bcins in 
services 
Jn countries of the hish wage costs they close up 
of the sh.ipyards , limit the number of 
employment 

Effects 
·It will get easier effects to the larger 
repair nartcet • 

Prognos~ for growth of demand for repair and 
reasonable increase of sh.iprr.p11irins 

Effects 
Enlarse the overhaul life-tiJne ut' the vessels 

Decreasing of the national Acel vessels to be 
repaired 

Dccreasins of the scope of the works to be done 
on the vessels 

Direct financial support sho1.<ld be changed in lo 
dif'f crent grants as : 
reconstructing aids , scrap and building aids tax 
benefits , customs duties levy's and a restrictions 
, research and development aids 

Effects 
There will b!'! more vessels to be repaired 

The offcn for repairs increase on the market 

Actions 
To create companies with foreign capilal 
participation like: 
SVETL Y shiprepairyard and ~hiprepairyard 
Marine enginccrins service 
Restructuring of the sh.ipyards,ofTcring wide 
range if high-quality services and favorable 
financial conditions 

Action 
Decreasing prices of lhc repair smices and 
offering good payment condilions 
To present 10 the sh.ipowncn its own repairing 
brigades being ready to repairing al any plitcc 
at the world 
Better qualily and complexity of lhe executed 
works 

Support of national stuprepairing industry is 
prevailing and its methods arc difTercnt in 
particular counlries. 
The question is lo local or central 
administration to be resolved 

Action 
To recognize the martcl and cau.:· the vessels 

as above 

'·" ',)J 



Creation of holding comprises shiprcpairing, 
slupbuildm& machine, industries and military 
complexes 

THREATS 
Causes 

To increase of potential repairs (undertaken of 
new invc:rtment at middle and far cast) 
Changes or the StNCtW'C or repair works ' 
decreasing of electric , machine and mechanical 
work.~ 

It would be easier to include to the cooperation 
banks to get credits and bank guarantee for the 
rutW'C undertakes. To create common marketing 
and promotion center for regular examination 
on the market 

Effects 
More vessels to he repaired e.g. South Kore1, 
Japan and so on. 
The big electrical and mechanical divisions 
largely equipped with different treatment 
machines arc not more used 

The way to the capi111I holding should lead 
throu1h intermediary phases organizations wnh 
the nlds of Kaliningrad administration 

Action 
Implementation of new technololY (i.e. 
cleaning, primins and painting or the ship hulls) 
To increase workl coMcctcd with docking of the 
vessels, clcanins, painting and pipins. 

VI 
~ 
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Ta'>Je V 

Strengths and weaknesses of the Ship
repairing industry in Kaliningrad. 

Strengths 

Qualified persons,very 
skilled vorkers,engineers. 

Outfitings : pires well 
equipped with cranes,tech
nical gases and welding 
stations. 

Floating docks,floating 
cranes of sufficient lif
ting capacities for carry
ing the repeiring works on 
the wide largeness of the 
vessels. 

Henagement attitudes towards 
restructuring of the ship
yard. 

Table VI 

Wt!aknesses 

Labour efficiency is 2-3 times 
lover than abroad. 

Salaries of employees (welders, 
electricians ) 1,5 -2 times 
higher in private companies 
than in shipyards. 

High risk of credits when it 
comes about shipping. 

Lack of long terms credits et 
a r!"9s~nable .level . of rates. 

Low efficiency. 

No ·stock of spare parts for~= 
repairing of the ships machine 
and equipment. 

Opportunities and Threats for the Shiprepairing 
industry in Kaliningrad. 

Opportunities Threats 

Low salaries of workers. 

Conviniently situated at 
Baltic cost. 

Lack of orders have been 
replaced by implementation 
of new activities. 

Lying on crossing shipping , 
lines from Scandinavia to 
Latvia,Lituania,Estonia. 

Concurrences from neighbour coun
trf es: Lithuania,East· Cermany and 

·Poland· (vhl~h. mi_ght: be conv•rted 
.in giving or· some licences i,e. 
Metal loCk· from Poland). 

General lack of flexible organiz~
tion of production to use newtecn
techn~ logy ot vest countrtes. 

' 

Labour cost advantage probable to 
diminish. 
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SWOT ANALYSIS. , REALITY AND VISIONS 

SWOT analysis - reality. 

The strengths and weaknesses of the shiprepairing 
industry in Kaliningrad is given in table No. 

For the time being the weaknesses outnumber the 
strengths and it needs a lot of work to be done to 
establish this industry at the level it took place 
before. 

Present situation is entirely different. It has been 
broadly described in the chapter entitled "Market po
sition of shiprepairinl " and one can only mention 
that " all prognosis state that it can be expected 
further growth of_vorld flee+. and not great drop of 

middle age of the vessels". 

Although there is little scope for expansion of the 
capacity,it also offers opportunities,. 

The opportunities and threats are shown in table No. 

Although there are competition from the previous 
East Germany,Poland on the market vith advanced tech
nology and increasingly tight cost situation in the 
future,the opportunities are stronger than the threats 
and of course if industry profits from the neighbouring 

vith shiprepairing yards (e.g. Poland). 
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SWOT analysis - visions 

The impact of weaknesses and threats of shiprepairing 
industry in Kaliningrad can be reduced and the strengths 
and opportunities improved giving some support as re
constructuring aids,financial program , scrap and re
pairing grants. 

Of course,it is impossible to remove all weaknesses 
and threats,but their effect can be diminished. 

For instance,without new technology of cleaning and 
painting of the ship hulls cannot be shortened the 
repair period and required by ISO 9004 standard quality 
of the works. 

Some of the measures ( as introducing nev technologi
cal devizes and control-measuring appliances) can be 
implemented in the short term ( tvo,three years ) -
others require more time. 

Most of the measures are on a coapany level,but others 
require regional efforts or central administration 
support as development: of credit institutions~ 
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STRATEGIES AND DEVELOPMENT AREAS u: SHIPREPAIRING 

G~neral 

Internaticnal market of shiprepairing is more stable than 
shipbuilding industry. In 1985-1994 the demand for repai
ring grew by 30 ~. As the average prices grew only by 5-7 ~ 
total income of shiprepalryards,taking into consideration 
the inflation,maintained almost at non changed level. 

Reliability of shiprepairing. 

As far as demand is concerned there are following factors: 

-volume and structure of world fleet, 

-opportunity at the freight market, 

-technical progress 
-shipowners policy of repair, 
-clasification rules and maritime administration require-

ments. 
The largest growth of the vessel both quantity and dead
weight in the above period has been noted for: container 
ships,ro-ro vessels, liquefied gas carriers and chemical 

tAnkers •. Not larg~ quanti~ative ~rowth concerning bul~ 
carr~ers has. been noted. On ~he other hand percentage of 
general cargo vessels and combined bulk carriers in vorld 

fleet decreases systematicaly. 

The age of the world fleet is advanced. Average age of 

the vessels is 18 years at present,and contribution in 
the world tonnage of the vessels in the range of 10-20 

years is 50 ~,whereas it was only 30 ~ in 1980. 

In 1980 - 1990 the receseion was continued at the freight 

market and offers prevailed on the demand. 



Only since 1991 it has been observed some animation of 
the ship's market. Shipowners started to look after 
economy in exploatation costs and repairs of the vessels. 
Shipping companies limited t~ the minimum the scope of 
repairs of the ahtps and tried to enlarge the overhaul 
life time of vessels. 

Rapid slumping of the demand for the repair services of 
the former socialistic countries and Soviet Union's fleet 
(especially great one) have had unfavourable repercussions 
on the economic conditions of shiprepairing shipyards and 
not only in Kaliningrad region but in whole Russia as 
well as out of Russia. 

Repair policy of shipowners directed to reduce the costs, 
conducted to increase of repairs executed during the explo
atation of the vessel without calling to ~hiprepairyards 
ar.d performed in great part by the manufacturers' ser
vices and ship's crew. 

The ocean fishing fleet from Kaliningrad which consists 
of 190 trawlers,16 mother factory ships, 37 transport 
vessels and 111 auxiliary crafts has several varieties of 
operational bases in Callao , Las Palmas and Dakar. 
Cooperation partnership agreement existing between fishing 
company and foreign partner made possible the fishing ves
sels owners to have over there their own repair. 

{I 

These service brigades carry-out routine repair on the 
vessels while their crews are exchanged for new ones. 

The fishing vessels may fish at any fishing grounds wi
thout calling to shiprepairyards,what means both economy 
in ships voyages and increasing of fish catching. 
Such situation is good for the fishing companies but 
shiprepairyards lose clients and orders. 
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Also shipowners increased the pressure on classification 
societies and administration to reduce their technical 
exigencies during a routine inspestion.It had influence 
together vith systems of continous inspection on de
creasing of scope and frequency of repairs of the vessels. 

Tec~ological progress applied as vel! in nev generation 
of vessels as 1~ repair technology of the vessels dec~ea
ses labour consumption and frequen.CY of repairs,vhich 
caused reduction of repair demand. 

In the past ten years period only small increase of 
tonnage and st~uctural change of world's fleet worked 
toward an augmentation of the demand for the repair of 
the vessels, all other fectors toward its decreasing. 

As it has been mentioned in 1985-1994 only minor char.-. 
ges were noted in repair serv4ces supply. In many coui~-

tries,specially in the countries of high wage costs, 
there were noted considerable decrease of repair poten
tial (closing-up of the ~hipyards,limitation of e~ploy
ment,rest~uctu~ing)_ It concerns especially Sweden,Great 

Br1ta1n,Belgium,USA. 

At the same time it has been observed in other geographi
cal regions an increase of ?Otential and even undertaking 
of new investmeut as for example at middle and far east. 

In the said period it has been noted a considerable de
creasing of employment at sh~prepairyard which ranged 

from 20 • to 50 •· 

There is also oversu?ply of repair potential and it is 
estimated that its using is around 63 ~. 

( 
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Global demand on the market of shiprepairs has 
influence on possibilities and conditions of acqui
ring of the contracts. 

But th~ decision taken by the shipowners concerning 
choosing of the shiprepairyards are based on: 
1. localization of the shiprepairyard, 
2. prices of repair services,payment conditions, 
3. quality and complexity of the executed works. 

Localization of the shiprepairyards at the vicinity 
of the principal shipping routes is an obvious advan
tage. Therefore the growth of the shipping in the re
gion of Pacific Ocean in comparison to the shipping at 
Atlantic Ocean caused that the shipyards of South-East 
Asia,Far East and Japan are in more favourable situa
tion than European shiprepairing yards. 

Price level of repairs in the particular caountry is 
determinated by the following factors: 
1. height of salary, 
2. labour productivity, 
3. taxes and dues , 
4. currency rate of exchange. 
Differences of salary in various countries and geogra
phical regions are very large. Proportion of the highest 
to the lowest rates per hour at world shiprepairyards 
is 1 : 1 .Differences however between offered prices of 
the repaJrs are considerably smaller because are modera
ted by influence or labour productivity,system o! ta
xation and currency rate of exchange. 
It reflects table No.5 where are shoved relations or the 
prices of shipyards in main countries. 

I 
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Table 5. 

Price reports of shipreapiring in various 
countries { Singapore • 100 ). 

Country /region 

USA 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Holland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Great Britain 
Greece 
Italy 
Portugal 
Spain 
East Europe 
Japan 
China 
Singapore 
Hongkong 
South Korea 
Middle East 

year 1992 

180 
130 
135 
140 
130 
140 
130 
140 
140 
120 
105 
115 
105 
115 

75 
145 

50 
100 

95 
110 
115 

1994 

180 
130 
137 
145 
130 
140 
127 
142 

143 
120 
109 
117 
105 
117 
80 

145 
48 

100 
100 
116 
112 

The above factors have brought changes of participation of 

respective geographical regions in needs ot repairs ,·which. 

shows next table no 6. 
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Table 6. 

Appreciated shares of geographical regions 
in the world market of ships repair. 

Region Year 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 

North Europe 31,4 25,5 24,9 24,3 24,0 
South Europe 15,9 21,8 17,0 17,8 18,0 
USA 5,4 5,1 4,7 4,8 4,3 
South-East Asia 6,0 9,8 16,0 14,0 15,2 
Japan 9,8 14,6 13,5 13,9 13,8 
Middle East 0,7 2,0 2, 1 2,3 2,5 
Far East 8, 1 8,6 8,4 10,4 10,6 
Rest of the World 13,0 12,8 13,4 12,8 11,6 

In the period in question it can be seen constant,slov 
"":taange of the structure of repair works executed by the 
shipyards. Increasing tendency show the works connected 
with docking of the vessels (hull works,priming and pain
ting etci and pipings • 

From the other side are decreasing: electric works, 
machine ~orks and in particular mechanical works. 

It has not been noted jumped progress in technology of 
shipre~airing. However it is observed constant progress 
in quality'of performed repairs. It is executed by 

implementation of the total systems of quality securing 
(i.e. defined by ISO 9004 standard)and introducing on 
the market new technological devices and control-measuring 
Appliances. 

In the discussed period can be seen only slow change 
of repair works structure. There is increase of the 
docking works ( hulls,maintenance-painting et~) and piping, 
however electric,machine and in particular mechanical 
works are decreasing. 
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A considerable progress has been noted as far as 
painting is concerned both internal and external 
of the vessel's hull. It tended to enlarge the covers 
durability,the possibility to coat them in non fa~ 
vourable conditions,decreasing of contents of volatile 
dissolvents and elimination of noxious solvents (like 
tin compounds in antifouling paints). 

Considerable progre~s can be expected.in hulls cleaning 
before painting. Generally used sand blasting and shot 
peening vhich ensures great effectiveness and good clea
ning quality shovs however some disadvantage because of 
dusting and toxic vaste. 

Tech~ological tests of hydromonitoring cleaning at the 
very high pressure ( 2000 - 4000 bars) undertaken lately 
seems promising. 

Marketing diticiences. 

What technology of the shiprepair market wil! be in 
the nearest future? 

All prognosis state that it can be expected further· 
growth of world fleet and not great drop of middle 
age of the vessels especially as far as container shipp, 
tankers and chemical carriers are concerned. 

It will also increase pressure on improvement of tech
nical standard and performance of requirements of 
security regulations of the vessels. 

It should be underlined IMO's activity. In the frame 
of corre:tion of SOLAS convention it has been inserted 
hard programme of inspection of bulk cargo vessels aged 
more than 5 years. 
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Tha same hard rerulation of MERPOL 73/78 convention 
is for tankers. 

SOLA's convention to be inserted in 1996 makes possible 
the lnspection of the vessels at ports (Port State Control) 
if they fulfill the security demands. 

IMO is going to crate data base of vessels ( International 
Ship Information Database) which makes possible a security 
control of the world fleet. 

These - factors and improvement of freight opportunity 
which may be expected because of coming out.of recession 
of worlds economy,make possible prognosis of growth of 
demand and reasonable increase of shiprepairing prices 
in the years to come. However it should be remembered that 
prices of repair works grow more slowly than demand 
for shiprepairing. 

It can not be forgotten as well the considerable over
supply of shiprepairyards potential in comparison to 
the repair demand of the world fleet. It means that not 
all shipyards will profit to the same extend of the supply 
improvement and competitors will not decrease 
market, 

at the 

Participation of European ·s1tpre~airyards at the ship
repair market will decrease because of decreasing of this 
region in shipping and relatively high cost of labour and 
disused floating docks potential. 

The shiprepairing yards which thanks to restructuring, 
offering of wide range of high quality services and favoM. 
urable financial conditions can attract shipowners and 
attain good reputation at the market, can count on conside
rable growth of their incomes. 
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It can be easier to attaint this goal for these shiprepair 
. . 

yards which will acquire capital or make joint-venture 
capital companies together with o~ber s=ipyards. 
Thease holdings having the network of shipyards localized 
in different geographical regions will get easier access 
to the larger repair market. Disposing of considerable 
capital they can carry on more active development policy 
and offer more favourable payment conditions for the 
repair services. 

Project concept. 

Income from the repair services in 1993 is estimated 
on 300 mln USO wheras total income from repairing 

of world shipyards is 7000 mln USO and European shipyards 

3000 mln USO. So participation of Kaliningrad shipyards 
in the World market is 4 ~ and in European market is 

10 ~-

In the years to come shiprepairing yards of Kaliningrad 

region can expect increasing competition of the ship

yards of previous East Germany,Poland and Ukraina. 

For maintenance of the competitiveness of Kaliningrad:s 

region shiprepairing yards and strengthening their position 

at the world market it should be necessary to undertake 

various actions as follows: 
- permanent restructuring oriented towards the costs decrea

sing and improvement of management and in consequence 

to keep the prices competitive. 
- enlarging of offering services range and civersification 

of the production. 
-creation of industrial-financial groups. 
- permanent increasing of production quality by introducing 

of systems which assure the quality and initiate modern 

technology and control findings. 
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- development of various forms of marketing 
- appointment of joint organization vhich shall 

elaborate the common price policy,execution of 
repair condition,development etc 

Based on the strategies and development areas as 
presented above some projects can be formulated. 
Some of them point out action in the short term 
and they can be formulated as concrete proposals, 
others are more for the long term over ten years. 

For the short term,project can be formulated in 
relation to investment in new technology of ship
repairing and improvement of the production faci
li ttes. 

Second type of pr~jects are development assistancE 
or training projects ,which concern· improvement 
of marketing and higher cost efficiency in production. 

The long term projects for shiprepairing yards relate 
to building of container terminal and new slipways 
and roofing halls for hull prefabrication elements. 

This is something the shipyard will have to consider 
over next few years in order to formulate their own 
individual or joint investment project. 

The question arises whether the shipyards should 
undertake these activities individually on their 

own or if some assistance will be provided to them 
by the ~aliningrad Administration or by UNIDO. 
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MARKETING PROTECTIONISM 

In world maritime economy,especially in shipbuilding in

dustry still there is no free play of market. For example 

Japanese and South Korean shipbuilding industry protectionist 

policy caused that shipyards of these countries intercept 

nearly 60 \ of total world production. 

European countries like -ranee or Spain openly and Germany 

or Denmark secretly promote financially restructurisation, 

investment and shipbuilding production. European Common 

Marke~ assumed in 1987-1992 programme of decreasing 

of shipyard production subsidies from 28 \ tc 9 \ ~ it does 

not concern developping countries which.cau reach 30 \ ). 

But it should be underlined that any country possesing 

strong shipbuilding and shiprepairing industry never 

renounced in full scope from the grants. 

Also circles of shipbuilding and shiprepairing industry 

of Kaliningrad region hope and expect not to be deprived 

of the rights for financial support of administration. 

Maritime Subsidies 

Report on Foreign. Shipbuilding Subsidies ) . 
Table 1 

Grants for shipbuilding industry in various countries. 

Country 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

aid form 

Belgium x .. x x x x x 
Denmark x x x x 
Finland x x x x x 
France x x x x 
Germany x x x x x x x x 
Greece ~ x x x x 
Italy x ~ x x x x x x x 
Japan x ~ x x x x x 
South Korea ~ x x x x x 
Holland x ~ x x x x 
Norway x :c x x 
Poland ~ 
Turkey 

' 
x 

Great Bri~ain x x x 
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Between direct and indirect assistance to national ship
building industry there are following: 
1. Construction g~ants. 

2. Reconstructuring aids, 

3. Financial programs. 

4. Scrap and building aids 

5. Tax benefits. 

6. Sale aids. 

1. Customs duties,levies and restrictions, 
8. Government ownship. 

9. Cabotage trade support. 

10. Research and development c.ids. 
11. Other aids. 

It can be stated that support cf national shipbuilding in

dustry is prevailing and its methods are different in 

the particular countries. The richer country of more deve

loped capital market the wider range of government aids 
is noted. 

Assistance programs of some countries are rather modest. 

There are one or two means of financial support. 

The governments ot highly developped countries of Europe or 

Far East give many means of direct and indirect support to 

shipbuilding industry. Italy,Gerrnany,Japan,Spain are at the 
ranking top • 

As it results from this table very often assistance form 

are dir~ct grants for shipbuilding industry,which were 
" used by the majority of countries in question. There are 

also reduced credits,credits guarantee in the frame of 

different financial programs and sales and customs privili
gies. 
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It should be mentioned that still there are stat:olowned 

shipyards in European Common Market. 

Any capital market needs of course: companies in search 

of capital and investors looking for profit. 

The first part is clearly not a problem,the second part 

is a surprise- there is capital available for investment. 

Russia saved an amount equal to 33 % of GDP,slightly 

more than the average savings rates in 1986-92 of 

Asia-s three giants- China,India and Indonesia. The diffe

rence between Russia and these three countries is that in 

their economies high savings also meant high investment. 

In Russia an amount equal to only 16 % of GDP wa~ invested 

last year. It could be the source of financial support 

for shipbuilding and shiprepair industry. 
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MANAGERIAL ORGANIZATION. 

Between various managerial systems (i.e. Db IV ,INGRES, 
ORACLE,CISAM etc) there is one which has been adopted 
at some Dutch shipyards and design offices. 
Dutch shipyards and shiprepairingyards number some hun
dred employees and production multiple. It comes about 
MUSIS (Mucon Shipbuilding Information System). 
This system distingguishs the following features: 
- easy to use, 
- modular building , 
- can be expanded and a~opted to the audit!onal customer 

requirement, 
- possibility to communicate with other standacd pockets, 
- lover investment costs, 
and the moduls it ~omposes are: base packet,planning 
and realization,material control,invoicing information, 
for different level of management ( from board of directors to 

down) interface to the packet EXACT (financial accountant 
system). 

Central base of data (st~rage of necessary information 
for calculation,statistics,reports). 

Planning (planning detailed and summary). 

Account modul (it gives Possiblity to calculate in 
different vessions). 

Time registration ( it aan be selected the production 
tasks ). 

Control of material (buyinR ,ordering,check of delivery). 

Reports abQut realization costs • Management Information, 
Financial reports. 

It can be obtained more detailed information about the 
system in question at the address: 
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Kupras Computer Systems 
Cesar Franck Ro~e 9 , 2717 BA 
Zoetermeer, M~derland 
tel. : + 31 79 210 347 
Fa~ : + 31 79 522 924 

Taking into consideration the above compute~ facilit!es 
it can be pointed out the following: 
Shipyard offer should guarantee moderate profit and 
should be competitive to the expected prices offered 
by competit~rs. 

It is essential to specify services pr~ce (before con
tract signing). ~asing on the price of man-hour number, 
materials and ready-made products and services of sub
suppliers. 

Before ordering of materials it should be checked the 
own stock and recognized the other materials wbieh are 
already destinated for other projects. 

To fix the offered prices it should be profited from 
the information about already made projects where pre-
1 ireinary calculations wer.e comparable with existing 
costs. 

Running and exact information about realization of par
ticular stages of the shipbuild!ng,delivery time and 
costs make it possible to undertake necessary steps 
to establish quickly profit and loss prognosis. 

Main and medium-level of shipyard management is inte
rested in current control of technical and economic 
realization of the tasks and when it is necessary to 
intervene ~nan efficient way. 
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Central and integratutdata base should enable desirable~ 
converting form of information. The potential set of 
programmes which is necessary for realization of the 
orders (projects in connection with central data base 
will be the management system 

Skill of use from the services of such system will enable 
to the shipyard decreasing of administration costs, 
optimalize the time and costs of preparing and realiza
tion of projects/orders. 

Date bases are. ordinary"relational data bases" and 
programming is made in one of well-known languages 
depending on the base-size and required speed of data 
processing (see as above). 
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HOLDINGS 

As the situation of shipbuilding and shiprepairing 

industry is compound in Kaliningrad and the region 

the initiative should be put forward not through 

cf ficial channels and central planners b~t in vir~ue 

of common interests and advantages. 

It would appear advisible to create a new form of 

organization /holdinq/ which would comprise shi.ps 

industry,machin e-industry and military complex. 

This 'iould be favourable for reorganization and re

structuring of shipyards and other enterpris~s being 

the participants of· the holding in the scope of taking 

advanta9es of fixed assets,employment,stock and re

serves,current accomplishment of concluded contracts 

and liabilities. 

In the scope of holding it would bod eas~ctr to include 

to the cooperation bRnks tc get credits and bank 

guarantee for vessels and production for machine in

dustry. Very importaPt facto~ for these purposes 

will be foundation of the market..ing-commercial and 

promotion center on the base of t.he existing for 

example Secti<.;n at the JAti't'AR Shi. py;,.rd '3nd support, 

whlch has already rel'.lti.,on w.l.th for~ign rr.arket and ca

pital and broking agency in Norway. 

Marketing activity sh~uld focus. on regular examination 

of the market and proqnos.is Gf demand for -..ressels and 
r~pairi119 and preparation o! data before decision execu-

tive .1nd i!"lvest:ment will be takei1. 

~---~~~~~--~~----------------,,_, __________________________ ................. a.. 
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The way to the final shape of capital holding should 

lead through intermediary phases of organization. 

As to the holding could only accede commercial code 

companies it would be necessary to transform state 

enterprises into the single State Treasury Companies. 
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SHIPYARD TECHNOLOGY 

Most spectacular progress in processing of hull compo

nents, starting from steel stock with automated com

pletion of the material and horizontal transport as 

well cutting of steel plates with more and more broad 

application of effective plasma arc. 

Numerical control cutting machines cut often without 

margin boarders of hull,plates, bended them at the 

rolls or pressed spatially with guarantee sufficient 

reciprocal matching of mounted block contacts. 

There are also tests to cut different material and 

steel by means of water stream with abrasive parti

cles under the presser of 400-250 MpA,what gives 

smoothly polished edges without thermal changes of 

structure and shape. Highpresure water stream with 

abrasive particles was applied for treatment of 

surface. 

Conventional lagged electrodes are more and more re

placed by welding in gas shroud and it is broaden 

also application electrodes with core. 

During the equipment of the hull dominates tendency 

to execute the largest works in the phase of blocks 

assembly at the roofing hall. 
' 

It is often mounted in the block of machinery compart

ment the majority of machines.and instalation still 

before assembly of upper deck when access to the block 

is easy. 

Also employs prefabricated blocks of pipes different 

kinds. 
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Segments of pipes,vent lation and cables running 

under t~e decks are mounted during the prefabrica

tion in horizontal position after upturning of the 

section. In cabins equipment there is often used 

method of moduls prefabrication. 

Changes in instalations for mounting and launching 

of vessels took place. 

The great dry docks which startee to displace the 

previously generally used slipways are instalation 

very costly and not serviceable for repairing and re

construction during the recession. 

Because the vessels. fully equipped corning for repair 

need more depth of dock chamber which is then hardly 

accessible more and more interest has been given then 

to syncrclifts which lifting capacity from several 

hundred tons risen lately to several thousand tons. 

Thanks to adequate sensors it can be controlled 

during emerging of vessel the weight of lifting 

object and position of centre of gravity. 

At the initial prefabrication of pipe lines there are 

systems of computer assistance,which basing on ship-s 

design gives the special shape parameters and dimen

sions for all phases of processing from collecting 

material from the stock- through bending and measu

rement of ready made pieces. 

During the prefabrication there are used different 

type of automatically operated holders and fixing 

which replace clamps welded to the hull. 
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Different devices are used for marking out of assem

bly line, leveling and horning , in this optical 

devices and using of lassers. 

In the conservation-painting works it is used new kind 

of anticorrosion priming for protection of hull. 

Instead of used so far priming on the base of zinc

silicon with contents 60% - 70 % of zinc it is pre

fered now priming of new generation containing only 

20 % - 30 % of zinc,more resistant for high temperature 

of welding and cutting, increasing persistence of c~a= 

ting and less harmful for environment. 

On the vessels beeing built under tl.e roof it can be 

used non-zinc priming, ethylsiliceous , which however 

not securing three months protection does not 

pollute hall atmosphere. 

Painting cf hulls is made by sprayed method,with appli

cation of automatic devices for shower and for leading 

nozzle over the painting surface. 
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COSTS IN SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY. 

Costs of material • 

A great importance for the level of material costs have 

the alterations of the basic materials prices on internal 
market. 

Main European shipyards buy these materials first of all 

on the internal market (e.g. 3antar Shipyard has bought 

most of equipment destinated for the Estonian Shipping Co. 

vessels abroad from Renk ,Wartsiln Diesel, Mac Gregoir 
Navire, Lubherr Blohm a.Voss). 

Hull plates prices for e..cample show variable rate of growth. 

The highes increase 11 % - 19 % wns in the seventies and 

nowdays this rate distinctly weakened ( from 279 USD/t 
in 1985 to 500 USO It in 1994 ). 

Wholesale prices of diesel engines grew more slowly than 

the plates and amounted to 3 \ - 6 \ yearly. 

Growth of prices of electric and electronic equipment 

(engines,measuring devices,control systems etc) show 
normal course • 

Since th~ eighties prices have upward tendency. 

Average yearly growth was 2,3 % - 3 %. 

Total growth prices of steel plates and equipment have 

caused general increase of materials at shipbuilding 

industry in the past years. 

However the price factors resulting from this tendency 

showed progressively weakness. 

Simultaneously it has been observf~<1 !"ince the middlt! 

of 1980 s advancing fall of material expenses for 

the building vessels. 
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Cost of labour. 

Growing tendency as factor of costs and p~ices forma

tion show costs of labour. Shipyard contribution in 

the general worth of building vessels amounts to 

40 % - 45 % depending on the equipment share. 

In the West countries it could be average 35 % and 

after dedication of the costs oi delivery from outside 

shipyard,the 77 % - 88 % of general cost of ship

building industry make the costs of labour. This high 

share shows at the same time the basic sens of th~ 

wage costs as international factor of price and ~om

peti tion formation. 

According to the international divisicn the cost of 

labour could be divided into renumeration for the 

executed labour and general costs which burden 

the labour (margin). 

The minimum level of wage costs at the shipbuilding 

iuduotry defines decisively the height of hour rates. 

The participation of wage costs brutto amounts to 70 % 

of general costs of labour and rent 30 % is margin. 

Generally it can be stated that in majority of the 

West countries there is lately increase of margins on 

wage costs and it reached even SO I of costs of labour. 

It should be underlined that this is the real good oppor

tunity for Kaliningrad shipyards which basing on their 

lower costs of labour could compete and win with the 

competitors quoting competitive prices for the ordered 

vesoels. 
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Cost of labour and productivity of labour. 

Nominal cost of labour does not reflect the real level 

and development of wage costs in shipbuilding industry. 

To appreciate their real influences on the prices of 

the building vessels and the market competitiveness 

it is necessary to compare them with productivity 
of labour. 

Productivity of labour in shipbuilding industry could 

be measured inter allias by production volume in BRT 

on one employee per year. 

But it should be also mentioned that it depends on uti

lization of productivity of labour of the shipyard. 

What doeti it mean the shipyard labour productivity ? 

Shipbuilding production is formed by the following 

factors: manpower, means of labour and objects of 
labour. 

The determinante of the shipyard production extent 

is its labour productivity what means the possibility 

of vessel building in determined tonnage formulated 

by burden and register tons in the given time 

(e.g. year ) and in the best utilizing of all pro-

duction factors. 

About the production capacity of the shipyard decides the 

following factors : means of production ,objects of la

bour ,manpower, used technology in proclur.tion process, 

organizing efficiency of production and its assortment 

framework. 

The basic production means of shipyurd .rnntar are for 
example : 

- floating dock and slip ways when• V<'!';sels 12 - 14.000 t. 

dcadweight can be built, 
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technological lines of steel plates processing, 

- technological lines of hull prefabrication, 

together with machines and instalations, 

- piers equipped with cranes. 

The determined part in forming of productive capacity 

of th~ shipyard dre floating docks and slip ways. 

This result from the basic sens of technological pro

cess of hull mounting in ships building. 

The size of building hulls are limited the dimensions 

of assembling parts. 

Between the particular kind of productive capacity used 

at shipyard it must be kept the suitable proportion. 

It manifests in adaptation of technological lines of 

hull elements processing, technological lines of hull 

prefabrication and equipped part~ for the need of 

assembling parts. . 

Lack of the suitable proportion ex1>rcsRing by non-adjust

ment o~ equipped parts to the need of hull building parts 

may make difficult or render impossible to equip vessels. 

When calculate productive capacity of the shipyard there 

are other factors (e.g. ~killed stuff) which have influ

ence on its utilization. 

Here the question arises whether the shipyards should 

undertake the activities individually on their own or 

if some assistance could be provided to them as a group 

or as part of a larger group, by the Kaliningrad Admini

stration or by international organizations as UNIDO. 
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RESTRUCTURING STRATEGY AND MANAGEHEN·r OF TflE SHIPYARDS 

IN ECONOMIC CRISIS 

Shipbuildin~ end shiprepeirlng industry ere forced to ope
rate in unstable and stormy surroundings. 

Crumbling, frequent changes and inconsequent rules of econo
nomic factors makes difficulties of efficient functioning of 
great industrial structures. 

Shipbuilding end shiprepairing industry in Kaliningrad are 
still faced with the following problems: 
- small flexibility end mobility 

- awaiting for disposition from the top 

- delaying in formation of the auxiliary works 
- subsydy depending 
- low profitability 
- small innovation 

- long investment cycle 

- long period of the introducing of changes 
- to see chanp,es as threats 

- deteriorating position on the sale market 
- low motivation for labour 

This situation could be changed during somr. ye~rs basing on 
competent and proved in practice advisory prop,rammes. 

Here below there are two diffrent solutions one classical(li
near) and second modern(multieffect). 
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Linear thinking of ove~comlng of the crisis ls in 3 stages 

and it lasts 3 - 9 years. It ls long time but of frequent 
occurence in the practice. 

It entails firstly overcoming of the crisis in order to co
me up in restructuring frameworks. 

After its realisation it should be undertaken new strate
gic steps. 

Uptoday solution ls multieffect action which leads on to pa
rallel realisation of three projects: 

1. antycrisis programme 

2. restructuring programme 

3. to acquire the new strategic position 

This parallel thinking considerable reduces the time of the 

way coming out of crisis and it lasts from 1 to maximum 5 
years. 
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To implement it in practice it should b~ profited from conce

ption of "ne~~ork enterprise". 
It needs to be separated the enterprise areas of the result 

es followinp;: 

1. areas in which competences end possibilities of enterprise 

elows it for improvement in report sale/costs 

2.areas in which competences and possibilities of enterprise 
' 

will not give 5P .~r~~tory report sale/costs 

t:ategic development of enterprise. 
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To define end resolve the problems at these nreas it needs 
the appropriate structure decisions. 

Exemplary solution is given below: 
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It has been used the parallel actions as follows: 

- defensive ( to live on) to rece~ve independently good repo

rts sale/ costs in the areas of 1-st category, 

- offensive approach in order to improve reports sale/costs 

in the areas of 2-nd category restructured in join enter
prises, 

- innovated approach to the areas of 3-rd catP.gory through 

the form of joint - ventures. 

Practice of the last : - 5 years proves (e.~. Poland) great 
usefulness of multiefect actions to f1Rht with the crisis 

at the shipbuilding and shiprepairing industry. 
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As it results from the above one of the verv impor

tant factor of coming out of the crisis is restructu

ring programme for the Company. 

As far as shipbuilding and shiprepair industry is con

cerned restructuring decision must be taken considering 

the stdtements as follows: 

1. rest~ucturing conditions, 

2. time when restructuring decision is undertaken, 

3. time of realization of restructuring project, 

4. risk and its minimalization, 

5. economic effectiveness of restructuring. 

It comes about reconstruction and modernization of fixed 

assets. For shipyards and shiprepsiring yards as Jantar, 

Pregol, Svelty, Marine Engineering Service it means pur

ch::ise of modern machines ( most of them are more than 

15 - 20 years old ),diff~rent wclding,painting facili

ties e.t.c. 

This industry characterizes extensive capital consuming 

of investments ~mall profitability and risk. 

Very substancial are tendencies to create associations, 

join-stock and joint-ventures compani~s (like Marine 

Engineering Service and.Pregol sh!pyArdn) 

Economic condition of shipyards and 
iinancia1 stimulation. 

Improvement of current financial availability whi~h 

is connected with state policy and managing competences. 

It mu3t be ieducec needless and ineffective elements of 

fixed assets. To seli or to give in leasing part of p~o

perty ac halls, shops, engine rooms and machine tools in 

production divisions ( as it take~ place at Marine Engi

neering Service, some h.1lls have lH!Cn rented to Company 

which rendnrs rac!io-nr.vigatio.1 sc-rvict•s both for the 

shipyacn and for external market). 
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The 1epairing of the vessels based 1\ow-days on the spare

parts which should be avaLlable at the stock of the ship

repair yard~ (some uf Kaliningrad ~hlpyards dispose about 

30 \of the required spa1es ).It is not justified to keep 

large divisions equipped with heavy macl1ines equipment. 

The aim of the shipyards restructuring is getting indepen

dence of the internal productive- services stru~tures. 

I~troducing more ela~tic management system with guarantee 

of freedom in undertaking of the decisions. 

increas2 of interest of quality and labour productivity, 

decrease of prime costs, drive to profit and attract 

capital both domestic and external. 

To create holding structures, which are going to facilita~e 

more effective investment cash flow, to impact on state 

policy and even of its creation (see separate chapter). 

Generally it should.be underlined that restructuring barrier 

is lack of sufficie~t funds both domestic and external. 
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SHIPYARD'S EMERGING MARKET 

No major political gropp nov argues that private pro
perty is inherently bad thing. Yet the more difficult 
question remains - vhat sort of market will the country 
develop? 

Country 

China 

Poland 
Hungary 
Russia 

OECD 
svarage 

Table 4 

The differences between some conuntries 
markets. 

GDP 
~of total employment 1990-92 per head 

USO 1992 Agriculture Industry Services 

2i:100 73 14 13 
4.-880 27 37 36 
5.730 15 31 54 
6.220 20 46 34 

17~700 28 66 

Wherea'l most markets need to spur their growth , Russia 
with the figure 46 ~ needs to de-indust~ialise to 
offer Russian people a better standard of living. 
Russia however enjoys advantages denied to other eme;-
ging econo~ies.There are i~mense natural resources 
such as oil,gas,precious metals· and diamonds ac well 
~s well as humas ~esource3: a universally l~terat~ work
force ana an abondanc~ of scientists and engineers •. 
Russla,s inf~astructure mav be in need of an ~verhaul, 
but at least there are the electricity ,the ro~ds afid 

thelephone 11n~s that oth~r markets lack. 
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Opinion polls consistently show that Russians want 

more than anything else stability and normality. 
What they mean by stability is easy to understand: 

stable rrices, a job to go to, law and order. 

The ~hole decision-making process has been reorgani
zed. "The country ie no longer run from Mosco"" say 
the directcrs of the Ehiprard~. 

Perhaps the biggest change of all ls that the power 
of the state has been replaced by the power of money. 

By the end of 1994 - 86 ~ of Russian industrial labour 
was working in the private sector. 

Critics of privatisation programme say that it was done 

the other way round. Other countries have privatised 
their enterprises by rest~ucturing them first and then 

selling them at the highest possible p~ice to maximize 

gair.ing of profit for state and minimize risk fo~ new 
investor. 

!n Russia enterprises were handed over to private subjects 
i~ exchange of worthless vouchers,leaving their new 

owners to get on with restucturing them alone. 
This was ~ serious mistake in two oxpeotations a~gue 
the critics. One, the state received no revecue and 

anoth~r-because -Soviet economy wa& designed to minimize 
co111p~ti tion between ;,>reducers the market got off to 
a poor start. 

The industrial monoliths ~hould have been broken up 
first so that price competition between their privatizeO 
subjects would lead to restr,1cturing and a more efficient 

market. 
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APPENDIX 1 

LIST OF PRINCIPAL I~ERVIEWEES 

Industry : 

Mr. Leonid J.Zamachinsky 

Mr Bcris C.Kruth 

Mr.A.G.Girenco 

Mr.Siergiej Ksalnikow 

~r.Pavel V.Bagencv 

Mr. ~ugenii Czereszko 

Mr.Michail D.Samscnov 

Mr.Vladimir G.Krj~chkov 

~r.Vladimir J.Denisov 

!-tr. Sicolai N. Gr=·-:~cv 

Ccu::-=erpart : 

~rs 3vetla~a Frcl:7a 

!-!rs jadiez~da Kle=entsc~a 

U~i:i.J 

:'1r. ~udclf 3. Nuf::!.er 

Managing Director 
JSC Yantar Pribaltic Shipyard 

First Deputy Director 
JSC Yantar Pribaltic Shipyard 

Econcmist Deputy Directer 

General Manager 
Shiprepairyard Pregol 

Chief Engineer 
Shiprepairyard Pregol 

Econcmist Deputy Directer 
Shiprepairyard Pregol 

Managing Director 
Russian-Finland jcint-venture 
•Marine Engineering Service•. 

Managing Director 
Russian-Fi~land jcint-ventur~ 
•Marine Engine'?ri:ig Service" 

Managing Director 
The Svetly branch cf 
Russian-Fi~land jcint-ve~ture 
•Marine Engineeri:ig Ser;-ice" 

Chie:: Engi=eer 
The Svetly branch cf 
Russian-Fi~land jcint-ve~turF 
•Marine Engineeri:ig Ser:ice' . 

Chi;:: of Cepartme:it 
Kal=:iingrac Regic:ial Ac-=~i
str~~ion,F=ee Ecc:icmic :~ne 
"Ya::-=ar• D;velcp=ent Cc:=:ritte, 

Kali..:lingrac Regic:ial Ac-•.ni
stration, I=vestmE~t De~a=tmen-

Kal=:lin~ra: Inte::i.aticr.a: 
Bus:...~ess Scheel 

Se~~=r Inc~5trial Develc?~ent 
Off~cer,Ir.:titutional S=??Ort 
anc ?rivate Sectc= Develcpmen· 
Bra::.=h, 
H.:C:D I ISP 
Vie=...:ia , A~~t=ia 
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National and Internaticnal Consultants of TF/RUS/94/001/11-57 

Kr. Sven Mauleon 

Mr. Jakub s~ieciscki 

Mr. Alexander Barinow 

Mr. Roy Liff 

Ms. Angelina Dolgaya 

Mr. Iriy Zverev 

Mr. Christer Ekman 

Yir. Lev Gik 

Mr. P.J.S.Fordha::i 

Mr. Igor Pritykin 

Mr. Slawcmir D~bski 

Mr. Alexander Alexeyev 

Mr. ~ainer Folst~r 

Mr. Valentin Kor=eevetz· 

Ms. Olga ~adilnikcva 

Y.r. 3c BJcrk 

Team Leader 

Ccnsultant,Investment Promotion 

National Consultant,Regional 
Development 

Ccnsultant,Regional Develop=cnt 

National Consultant,Light I~dustr 

National Consultant,Military 
Ccnversion 

Ccnsultant,~ilitary Conversion 

National Consultant,~achine 
Building 

National Consultant,Machine 
Building 

National Consu~tant,Shipbui:cing 

Ccnsult~,t, Sh~pbuildinq 

National Consu:tant,I~frast~~ture 

Ccnsultant, In=rastuc~ure 

National Consu:tant,Fcod i~=~stry 

Xational Consu:tant,Ccnst=~=~ion 
I=dustr_; 

Ccnsulta.~t,Ccr.:tructicn Inc~stry 
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Appendix 2 

REVIEW OF INDIVIDUAL SHIPYARDS AND SHIPREPAIR YARDS 
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PORT REGION OF KALININCRAD 

H I: 15000 
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Pregol Shipyard 
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THE ~ANTAR PRIBALTIC SHIPYARD 

General Information. 

The Je.ntar Shipyard covers 60 hectares of ground along 
the Kallningrad channel about 12 km from the sea and 
was founded in 1860. 

Organizational structure. 

Joint-stock company with 51 J of the state shares property 
and 49 ~ shareholders. 
Shipyard manage~ent: Director, Main Engineer.Deputy Production 
Director,Depety Financial Director,Stuff members about 200 
persons. 
Age structure: Directore over 60 y~ars old, Deputies over 
50 years old ,remaining stuff more than 40 years old. 
Trade Unions are very strong and number 2500 persons. 

Civil product range. 

Starting from 1945 till April,1992 shipyard was building 
war-ships and supplied nearly 97 merchant vessels,between 
others tug boats, salvage v_essels, train ferries and general . 
cargo vessels for carrying dry cargo for the Russian fleet. 

Navy product range. 
Under the Russian flag navigates the most modern frigate 
Nieustraszimyj (4100 t ,129 m , 32 knots) built at Jantar 
shipyard in 1986 - 1993. 
Similar unit "Nieprystupny" built from 1989 was delivered 

in 1994. 
The third ship from these series being built since 1990 
and launched in 1993 still is not completed. 
Fregate should get nAM~ "Tuman" but her name was changed 
to "300 Years ol Russian Fleet" for the memory of 300 years 
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aniversary of creation of Russian fleet by tsar Peter 

the Great. 

Status in employment. 

Technological dept. 
Construction Dept. 

Quantity 
(persons) 

200 
114 

Standarization dept 12 

Electric dept 300 
Shiprepairing dept. 100 

Qualification 
head of department 
naval architect 
eng.mechanic 

n n 

Several years ago there were 9000 employees. Present}y 
shipyard employs 4100 employees from which 1800 in production 

and 600 in technical services 

Volume of production. 

Shipbuiding and shiprepair production 

for navy 
Shipbuilding and shiprepair production 

for civil destination 
Consumer goods production 

Rest 

Facilities. 

35 • 

45 • 
12 J 

8 ~ 

The shipyard is equipped with three floating docks: 
Number Lifting capacity (tons) 
1 12.000 

1 5.000 
1 1.000 

Floating crane at lifting capacity 100 t and 4 slipways. 

Size of the building vessel is limited by its width of 

23,5 m. 
Pier:s cranes 60-90 t. lifting capacity. 
Mechanical opt. cranes 5-30 t. lifting capacity. 

Age of facilities and equipment. 

70 • 

20 • 
10 • 

up to 10 years 
~ebveen 10-20 years 
more than ?.O years 
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Production range. 

Shipyard's building offers comprises general cargo 
vessels,container vessels,coasting vessels,timber ca
rriers,rever-sea general cargo vessels,tankers. 
The shipyard also carry-out shiprepai~ing works. 
Production plan of the shipyard anticipates building 
of ten merchant vessels per year ,among others: 
-timber carriers having 2600 D•T,4 units for Russian 
shipowner Baltic Shipping Co., main dimensions: 
l x b x t = 86,6 x 12,8 x 3,0 m at max. speed 12 knots. 
-general cargo vessels having 9000 DWT capacity at main 

dimentions 1 x bx t = 137,4 x 21,5 x 9,22 m at max. 
speed 16 knots. 

Marketing structure. 

Shipyard's marketing office employees 7 persons with 
wide knowledge about international shipbuildiQg market 
Its own broker office haR been installed in Norway. 
The shipyard has participated in Nordshipping Exhibi
tion' 95 where has displayed the export offers among 
others for small rescue boat. This project was the sub

ject of interest of Norvegian cust~mers. 

There are also under negotiations or already signed 
contracts for following vessels: 
- general cargo vessels of 12000 DWT 5 units (and option 
for 7 units) for the EstQnian Shipping Co.,considerable 
part of machinery and equipment will be from west manu
facturers ( Renk Tacke,Wartaila Diesel, Mac Gregor Navire, 
Liebherr and Blohm a.Voss) 
-river-sea general cargo vessels. for carrying dry· cargo 

of 3070 DWT - 10 units. Main dimensions: 1 x b x t • 
89,5 x 13,4 x 4,6 m, max. speed 12 knots - for German 
owner: Russochart Shipping GmbH. 
Because of the construction changes the delivery time 

was fixed for the end of 1995. Total order will be com
pleted in March cf 1998. 

The shipyard has recently signed an preliminary agree
ment with "Total Transportation System" from Norway for 
the same type of v9ssel. 
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-Within the scope of renovation of Russian fleet 

the shipyard is carrying talks with Ministry of 

Transportation for building of 5 tankers ,ice-bre
akers ,1f 2500 DWT. 

-In cooperation with Baltic Office of Sudoproject 
from St.Petersburg shipyard negotiates a contract 
for 4 product carriers of 12000 DWT. 

-Container vessels of 12500 DWT. Number 
for Maltese owner. 

6 units 

-General cargo vessels of 3500 DWT and price 6 mil-
lions of USO. Credit in amount of 10 millions USO 

is needed. Delivery time : 14 months from the da

te of contract signing. Customer from Great Britain 

is interested in this project. 

Shipyard's construction office executes all projects 

of the vessels being built in the yard in their own 
scope. 

- Fishing boats at 30 DVT for the Kaliningrad fishing 
collective farms. Cost of unit is 80.000 USO. The 

shipyard is ready to built 30 vessels per year. 

- Speed boats aluminium hulls for German customer. 

Other products range. 

- Shipyard facilities are prepared to produce propeller 

sha!ts till 17 m length 

- containers 
-building of yachts 
-construction of water bicyclets 
-construction of stands for street selling etc. 

Materials and equipment. 

Steel plates for hulls are bought from Cheliabinsky 
Metallurg Plant and imported from Ukraina,Poland,Finland, 
Sweden,Austria,Oenmark,Norway,Estonia. 

Ship:s equipment is imported from Sveden,Austria,Denmark, 

Norway,Ge.many,Estonia. Paints are bought in Western Euro
pean cotintries. 
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Russian made equipment (anchors,rope blocks,ladders) 
is about 5-6 ~of the whole equipment of the vessel. 
As far as radio-navigational and electronic devices 
are concerned it is a pro~!em with indegenious equip
ment at high technical level. 
West countries installations are very expensive. 

Environment. 

The shipyard has got the certificate of the commitee 

for Ecology from Kaliningrad Authority that its pro
duction activity is not harmful to the air and water 
of Kaliningrad region. 

Renumeration structure. 

Average wages level is 250.000,- to 300.000,- Rbs per 
month. 

Technological level of production. 

Technical level of shipbuilding production of the ship
yard evaluated by the method used in Great Britain and 
United States is eq~al 2.0 It means that is lover than 
in most West European shipyards,where this level equal 
2.5 to 2.9 • 

The principal backward of :the shipyard technological level 
is connected with relatively low level of the total of 
ship's equipment,mechanization of hull manufacturing processr 

Computerisation of shipyard works. 

A~counting system of the shipyard is completely computerised. 
The cost of computerisation of other works at shipyard is 
around 400 million Rbl. 

Composition of income. 

Sudden loss of the most Important customer- navy and lack 
of payment for the delivered ships put sh1pyard in an 
awkward position. 
As a way out of f inanciel inconvenience should be conside-
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red shifting to the civil production and export development. 
It is estimated initialy that as the result of restructuring 
the value of ordens booked last year will be at least doubled 
within next two years. 

Restructuring and Marketing. 

The way out from the actual situation shipyard see rn: 
-strengthening of marketing, 
- restructuring 
-expand of its own production. 
As it enters the container age the shipyard is undertaking 

project of Russian-Italian joint - venture "Roscontainer" 

for construction of marine containers.Enterprise"MbMeta" is 
shareholder from Italy.Scope of production for export and for 
internal market (per year) is: 
20.000 containers 

60.000 rolled sheets 
5.000 pieces 

Techno economic plan uf undertaking has been already prepared. 
Estimate value of the project amounts to 76,4 millions USO. 
Execution of the project at "turn key" is performed by "Stalkon
strukcja" from Moscou. 

-Joint-venture "Rosilta" has been created with Lithuanian firm 
in order to start production of wooden pannels which will be 
used to manufacture of various furniture. 
-The pipeline facilities are going to be built together with 
"Baltrans Co"., Until recently, the oil was loaded from the 
Baltic ports of Tallin in Estonia Ventspils and Liepaja in 

Latvija and Klajpeda in Lithuania. 500 000 m.t. of fuel oil 
are delivered to the fleet annually. The Kaliningrad facili
ties are not adequate and an additional tank may have to be 

built. 

Struc~ure of changes. 

Acco~ding to the administration of the shipyard there are 
needed some changes. 
First of all necessary is inflow of capital from abroad, 

secondly improving of skill of workers. Generally they have 
knovledge but there is shortage of information,lack of money. 



THE SHIPREPAIRYARD "MARINE ENGINEERING SERVICE" 

Genecal information. 

The shiprepairyard "Marine Engineerin6 Service" is situ
ated at the Pregola river on the territory of 17,8 hectars 
in the city of Kaliningrad. 

Organizational structure. 

Shipyard started repair fi~hing vessels in 1947 as state 
owned enterprise. 

In 1991 it was created as the joint-ve~ture of Kaliningrad 
branch of Russian-Finland Company "Marine Engineering 

Service " 

Status in employment. 

Shiprepairyard employs presently 650 persons what means 
decreasing around 50 ~ in comparison to 1991 when it 
was 1200 employees. 

Specialization of labour· is given below: 
-Managing personnel 200 persons 

-Technological and construction stuff 200 persons 

-Labourers 250 persons 
Employment of particular production divisions 
-Hull di vision 30 workers 
-Mechanical divisio~ 50 woekers 
-Tabeflexing division 30 workers 
-Wood processing division 10 workers 
-Elect,·ic di vision 45 workers 
-Deck machines division 30 workers 
-Painting division 50 workers 

Production range. 

Shiprepairyard repair programme contains mostly fishing 
and fish transporting vessels till 8000 DWT. 
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Productivity of shipyard represents 8-10 vessels to be 

generally overhauled per year. 
14 vessels to be routine repaired. 
There are p~esently repaired 2 fishing vessels and 

2 general cargo vessels per year. 

Fr:icili tles. 

~Length of shiprepairing wharf 

··floating dock No .1 
lifting capacity 

dock length 
-Floating dock No. 2 

lifting capacity 

dock length 
-One crane cf lifting capacity 
-Ten cranes of lifting capacity- each 

-Four cranes of lifting ca~acity - each 
-One floating crane of lifting capacity 

-Stock of machine tools-60% of them over 

20 years old .. 

700 m 

800 t. 

80 m 

2~0 t 

60 m 

32 t 

16 t. 

5 t. 

25 ,._ 
I. 

-There are two Japone~e stocks at the size 100x50x9 m 

Restructuring and marketing~ 

Generally owners of fishing vessels prefer to repair their .. 

fleet abroad for exAM~le ~n Sweden,where they pay for 
repair services by caught fish which is sold even at half 

price. 
In the frame of new &ctivity shiprepairyard bought Italian 

machines and installed processing line of wooden pannels. 

They make pannels of natural wooden strips end join it 

with glue. 
Pannels are used for prodnction of different furniture as 
chairs,tables,beds,doors which are destinated to equip 
vessel's superstructure and partialy for the city population. 

Production of this wood division gives to the sryipye~j 10 • 

of yearly globai revenue. 
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THE SHIPREPAIRYARD •1 PREGOL" 

General information. 

Shiprepairyard "P~egol" is situated in the south-west part 
of Kalining~ad at the left si~e of Pregola river, 2 km : 

from estuary of Kalin!ngrad bay.Territory 13,44 ha in which 
fishery harbour 3,24 ha. 

Yard was erected in 1959 for maintenance services and repai
ring of fishing vessels of state fishery enterprise • 

Organizational structure 

According to Decree of Russian President dated 1.07.1992 

shiprepairyard "Pregol" vas transformed into the joint-sto~k 
company. Stat~s cf 10th October,1994 distributed shares as 
follows: 

company 

- "Opoc " Co 
-Fund of national investment 
-"Re-Mo" Ltd Co. 
-Fund of property of Kaliningrad 
region 

-private persons 

Management of the shipyard: 

shares 

72976 

44000 

5533 

913 
128194 

Management of the shipyard includen : eeneral director,first 
engineer,energeticist,accountant and management of principal 
divisions. 

To the shipyard administration also ranks technical and engi
neering stuff. 

Total management composes of 118 persons as below: 
Post Quantity Age Education 
General director 1 43 years high level 
Technical eng. stuf1 82 18-60 years high, seconder} 
Administration 21 18-60 yP.ars High, seconder} 

' special 
Service 14 16-60 years high, secont!ar} 

special 
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Production range. 

The shipyard was first built in 1945 as workshops destina
ted for repairing of the vessels between their trips. 
In 1988 the shipyard operated at full capacity,working in 
1,5 shift and the dock department in 2,0 shifts. There 
were 600 persons employed in production {total number was 
1000 persons ). 
The vessels which are repaired now ranges from 300 tons to 
8000 tons including capital repairs. 

Overhauling capital and partial repairs shows in figures 
below list: 

Factory trawlers 
and general cargo 
vessels 

Status in employment. 

Post 

1992 

72 

Q'!.lantity 

1993 1994 

57 56 

Age Education 
Sailors 18 40-60 years special secondarl 
Hull constructors 30 18-60 " n 

Hull repairs 56 18-60 n h 

Welders 39 18-60 " " 
Electro and Radio 
Fitters, painters 30 18-60 " " 
Millers· 6P 18-60 fl II 

Auxiliary divisions 126 18-60 " .. 
!n 1991 there were 1000 employees. 

Other production range. 
-Machining - shaft line at diameter till 900 mm , length 
till 12 m,weight 2~ t. 
-Boring - machine elements till 600 mm diameter. 

- Heat treatment and bending of pipes of ships systems. 
-Welding and burning pro~ess metal surface treatment. 

-Repair of electrical fittings (generators,board pannels, 
conver-cers}. 

-At floating dock the following works to be done: 
cleaning of underwater shell plating- work quality meet 
Swedish standard SA 2,0 - 2,5 

-Painting by m~ans of apparatus of non air spraying. 
-Repairs of rudder line,sc~ew,packing and shaft line test. 

" 
" 
n 

n 

, . .. 
" 
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Medium time of repairing is 10-12 days. 

Cleahing and painting of hull is 4 days. 

Mooring trial and see trial take place in specially con

structed floating camera. 

Prefabrication of hull parts(superstructure) are made in 

&ssembly house having 8-10 m of height,equipped with ven
tylation system, heating ,sewage system and elctric overhead 
travell!ng crane at 20 t lifting capacity. Total surface 

of steel p~ocessiqg plant is 27600 sq.m. 

Facil i ti~s. 

3 Floating docks. 

TC?chnical data Building year 

Max.]ifting capacity 

Length of d~ck 
Width of deck 

Draught at max.loading 

Cranes ( 2 pcs for each dock) 

lifting capacity 

cr~ne radius 

1976 

4500 t. 
100 m 
23,3 m 

10,8 

5 t 

15 m 
Max. dimensions of docktr;g vessels 

l engt!'"• 

width 

draft 

Length of wha~f ,line 

Pier Ne 

Pier N(; 29,30,31 

Pief• No 6 
Bridge crane of the 
CQG!\5 

Commercial pier 

Si1ip,..epa1r pier 

1 line 

2 line 

3 line 
Total length 

Length 
(m) 

390 

50 

149 

150 

238 

172 

90 

500 m 

?ier of merchandise harbour 

130,91 

16,8 m 

7,0 m 

430 Iii. 

m 

1966 1963 

2500 t. 
67 m 

21,6 m 

10,58m 

5 t 

15 m 

85,2 m 

13,4 m 

5,2 m 

Cranes 

900 t. 

54 m 

14 m 
8,32 m 

0,95 t. 
9 m 

lifting ( height 
(t tm ) 
32 /30 

16/30 

32/30 

5/14 



Basin depth at pier 
Depth on s 111 
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6-8 m 

9-11 m 
Fitting of ~roduction and processing de~artment 

Quantity 

1. For metal cuttings 160 
2.Smithy and moulding press 37 

3. Die costing machines 3 
4. Woodworking machinesx 27 

Technical data of same machine tools(treated ele~~nts) 

diameter 
length 
weight 

Turning and 

diameter 

hight 

•eight 

1250/900 mm 
12 m 

25 tons 
boring lathe 

2000 mm 

1250 mm 

3 t. 

Mil 1 ing machine 

straight tooth 1200 mm 

slant tooth 30° 1000 mm 

40° 600 mm 

Exploatation age 5 - 20 years 

Marketing structure. 

-Bunkering of the vessels ~1th fuel,heavy fuel,drinking 

water. 
~Loadtng. and unloading of the vessels. 
-hires out a part of its accomodat!on to Russian-Polish 
joint-venture company which dea!s with furniture production. 

Heating and electric energy consumption. 

Yearly consumption of electric energy - 16.500 KW~ 

Yearly consumption of heating 35.500 Gcal 

T"ansport st~~cture. 

Transport department comprises 25 different automotive 
vehicle shipyard siding. 
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Spare parts for repaired vessels. 

When vessels are coming to the shipyard for repairing 

they have to have their own spare parts for the ship's 

machinery and electro-navigational equipment. 
Shipyard store~about 30 ~ of the necessary materiel for 
ship's repai~ing. 

Environment. 

Shipyard's production activity is under control of 

Kaliningrad Commitee for hcclogy.According to the certi
ficate issued by the a.m. authority shipyard is not 

threatening neither to the air nor to the water of the 

environMent of Kaliningrad region. 

Shipyard has got the sewage ~reatm~nt plant for biological 
treatment of was~e water ql the output of 100 cu m per h 

Scrap material like steel,oil,grease,plastic etc. are handed 
over to the town cleaning plant. 

l'on ferrous metal is mostly melted at the shipyard- s 
induct~on furnace. 

Financial condition of undertaking in 1993. 

Inde~ 

Balance-sheet profit 
Tax exemption 
Budget payment 

Net profit 

Debet due 

Debet credit 
Yearly turnover 

Amortization 
Uncompleted production 

USO( mil lion) 

241,81 

3,45 
178,20 

63,60 

174,55 
157,90 

633,89 
125,33 

313,33 

Investment project of M~ritime Container Terminal. 

MCT will be built along Prcgola river,total pier length 
500 m , aepth 9,5 m. 

Transhipment 1,1 million tons/year including 20 and 40 feet 
containers. 
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Cold store at capacity 1000 tons. 
Ships till 7000 DWT will be handled by two cranes 5 t. 

and 20 t. 

Business plan for MCT port 
worth in million USD 

1995 1996 1J97 
Main instalation 16.556 24.834,2 
Auxiliary instalation 133,7 1.294,4 5.131,9 

Total 133,7 17.850,4 29.966,1 . 
Gross value 47.950,2 million USD. 

Selection of Kaliningrad,Pregole area for the future Maritime 

Container Terminal from Russian Balticports St.Petersburg, 

Byborg was imposed because it is open port. 

Renumeration and comp~titors. 

Competing small firms pay 1,5 - 2 times more than in the 
shi?yard,so skilled workers (welders,electricians) escape 
to them. However it happens also that private enterµrises 

as quick as they are created they sometimes more quickly go 
into bankrupcy and people come back to the shipyard. 

In spite of this crisis ait~ation the management of the ship

yard is not going to dismiss the high qualified employees 

(ePgi11eers,technicians) as to procure labour for favourable 

economic situation. 

Productivity of labour. 

Time of running repairs and betw£2n voyages of the vessels 
is two to three times longer than at West countries shiprepair

yards. 
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THE SVETLY SHIPREPAIRYARD 

General information. 

T~2 Svetly Shiprepairyard is situated at the bay of 
K3liningrad in the west part of Kaliningrad region. 
Yard occupy 50 hectars of premises with 740 m length 
of shiprepairing wharf. 

Yard was erected in 1947 jus~ for building of wooden 
fishing vessels an~ repairing different types cf ships. 

Organizational structu~e. 

Shiprepairyard was transformed in joint-venture on 

1991 as sister enterprise of Marine Engineering Service. 
Russian-Finland joint-venture. 

Status in employment. 

Total employees 590 persons including high skilled wor

kers and engineers against 1600 employees in 1991. 

Production range. 

~·1e shipyard has a wide experience in repairing ships 
type Atlantic and Super Atlantic ~uilt in Germany~ 

Facilities. 

Ship-repairing wharf at length 740 m. 
Ship-lifting lateral slipway "Abus" 
with hoistjng capacity 900 t. 

Floatin~ docV.,pier 949 , pier 945 
lifting capacity 4500 t. 

dock floor length 101 m 
dock floor width 21,6 m 
keel track number 1 pee 
dock crane-arm number and lifting 

capacity 1/5 pc/t 
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The yard is well equipped with ~harf ,cranes,docks, 
department dotted with machine tools and test stand 

of screw-rudder system in sea and mooring trial. 
Furth~r development of shiprepairing is connected 
with initiation of new technology and materials 
when repairing of the vessel's hull is corre~ponding 
to th~ world's- standard. 

By this it is understood painting of the ship's hull, 
preparation of steel plates edges for welding and 
control of welding. 

There are also tests to cut different material and 

stEel by means of water stream with abrasive particles 

under the p~tsser of 400 - 250 MpA what gives smoothly 

polished edges without thermal changes of structure 

and shape. The highpresure water stream wi~h abrasive 
particles was applied for treatment of surfaces • 
At the conservation-painting wvrks it is used new kind 

of anticorrosion priming for protection of hull. 

Instead of using so far priming on the base of zi~c-

si l iccn with contents 60 ~ - 70 ~ of zinc it is prefe

rred to prime now with new generation of priming con

taining only 20 ~ - 30 ~ of zinc which is more resistant 

for high temperature of welding and fir~ cutting and 

increasing persistence of coating and is less harmful 
for welders. 

On the built vessels just under the roof it can be 

used ethyl - siliceous priming (without zinc) which 

however do not secure three-months protection but it 
does not pollute the hull atmosphere. 

P~intinz of hulls is made by sprayed method wlth appli

cation of automatic devices for shower and for leading 

nozzle over the painting surface so called painter robot 
just raised at hydraulic outriggers. 

Nev production power should be engaged for f ioating dock 
in order to renovate it. About one milliard Roubles 
is needed for it. 
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Equipment Quantity middle maker 
pcs age 

Floating docks 2 22 Russian 

Slipway 600 t 1 38 German 
Lifting transporttation 120 

Cutting metal 170 22 Russian 
Romanian 
Jugoslav 

Pres - forging 50 20 Russian 

Welders machine 80 12 Russian 
Finland 

Electrothermal 6 13 Russian 

Woodworkine machine 2B 20 Russian 

To fully charging of stock of machine tools,mechanical

assembling department and elect.welding it is going to 

develop building in series of ecological clean diesel

generators and variable hydraulic engines for thermal and 

electric ener9y production. 
Cost and implementation of new technology is 200,000,- USO. 

VolumP. of production. 

Production 

Million of Rbls 

cap.repairs 
In units 

1992 

1420 

1993 

1250 

1994 

1450 

3 cap.repairs 3 cap.repairs 1 
middle class 3 middle class 2 

doc:. repairs 50 dock repairs 30 doc'< repairs 60 

Development of shipbuilding production is connected with 

the following works: 

- reeauipment of "Japan hull" at the surface of 2000 sq m 

- reconstruction of transvers slipway "ABUS" for launching 
and hoisting of the ships at 600 ~ons. 

- building of new liull is continued ( construction of light 

elements) et th~ surface of 4000 sq.m and equipping it 

with cranes,welding and treating of metal stands. 
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Business plan of investment. 

Floating dock 4~00 tons (renovation) 
Building programme of bunkierking 
boats 800 tons 

DeveLopping of new diesel generation 
transversal slip 
Pier for wood export 
Container terminal 

million Rbl 
1.000,-

850 - 1200,-

800,-

800 - 850,-

350-400,-
Floating gantry ( 2 pcs ) and other eq·npment 2.000-2.500,-

800,-Implementation of new technology 

Wood processing line will be developped in order to export 
some mechanical working kind of wood having large demand 
abroad. Realization of this investment needs to be a pier 
of 110 m length rebuilt. 

Dredging works at the pier have been already ~ommenced. 
In the close vicinity of this there is site of 4700 sq m 
surface where a new container terminal could ue built. 

It vould be equipped with two floating gantry at hoisting 
capacity of 30 t. each and wood department with 5-6 

sawing machines and woodworking machines. 

It is appreciated that P.roduction capacity will be 40-50 cu m 
of treated wood for export yearly. 

Reconstruction and mcdernization of existing woodworking 
shop with renewal of equipment permit to produce the 
furniture for internal market. 

Other production range. 

The shipyard continue the production of new -built 
vessels and for this aim there has been signed contract 
with private Co, "SAAM!". Contrac~ provides building of 
series ( 4 units each) of fish processing ships and small 
stern trawlers designed for fishing at Barent's sea. 

Documentation for factory vessels elaborates Inzgiprorybfiot 
from Nikolaiew end for stern trawlers Lituanian Institut 
from Klaipeda • 

Financing of designing and building realization is supported 

by Co " SAAM!". 
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Marketing structure. 

Under the negotiations is also order for bunkiering boats. 
Lituanian Institut of Fleet made an expertise of project 
water bunkiering ship at 300 t displacement and cod-liver 
bunkiering boat at 330 t displacement and limited navigation 
region. For the first vessel delivery time is 12 months 

from the contract signing and for the next units will be 

decreased successively. 
Price estimation for one unit with devaluation is about 
1 mld Rbl lwith credit} and about 0,6 mld Rbl (without credit}. 

Price of the standard vessel of this type is about 0,850 mld Rb 

(with devaluation and with credit) and 0,500 mld Rbl (with 

devaluation and without credit }. 
It is stipulated to secure the financing of this project 

from central allocation of resources and to build vessels 

of small tonnage for Russian fishing branch. 



@~ WE ARE LOOKING FOR PARTNERS: 

founding a joint venture in the sphere of1 
ship-repair 
shipbuilding 
manufacturing of consumer goods 
cOlllpletinq equi1?111ent production 
production waste utilization including1 

shir's insulation waste, 
ship's furniture and timber waste, 
~crap 

The necessary production areas an~ off ice rooms 
will be provided. 

~TlOVSt('t' ·sHiP..R!JSAlA~RS -·--·- --·---··
IS Y6UR RELIABLE PARTN£R IN FUTURE. I 

.. . ...... ·-·-------------------------
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Ship-repairing wharf length, m •••••••••••••• 740 
Ship-lifting slipway device, type "Abus", 
lateral, ho1st1n9 capacity, t ••.•..••.•••.• 900 

rloat1nQ dock, ~r. 9491 
11 ftinq caoaci ty, t • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. 4, 500 
dock floor length, M ..... , • , ............ 101 
dock floor width, m .••••.•••.•••••...•.• 21.G 
keel track number, r>C. • ••••••••••• , •• , • • 1 
do~k crane-arm nur.lber and liftinq capaci-
ty, pc/t •.•..••••.•••.•••••.....•. , • , •.• 1/5 

Floating dock, pr. 9451 
11ftitlg capacity, t ••••••••••••••••••••• 4 ,SOO 
dock floor length, m •••••••••••••••••••• 101 

•, 

SVETLOVSKY 
SHIPREPAIRERS 

.i • 

/! ,. 

dock floor width, m ..................... 21, 6 ~ _......,'l,...l':';it' ft &LlillJ-.;~·· .~: 
keel track number, pc ••••••••••••••••••. 3 ~ 
dock crane-arm number and lifting capaci-
ty, pc/t ............... ~ ............... 1/~ 

. ·.;-"':· .-· -~----- ............ :;: ... _ ...--s:'.--::...:"':"'.::;':~ .• -- 9...-SW: ~ .E --~-
OUR ADDRESS: svetlovsky Shiprepairers, 

238340 svetly, Kalinin9rad Reqion, USSR 
Ph~ne1 (01152) 22314 

II -au·. ' 1991.~1•S.Z50. 

'° VI 
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W! OFF!R MODERN T!CHNOLOOIES: 

Simulation teata o! the •hip'• power-propul•lon 
plant• 
,otar)• cutting b~• proceuin~ ecraw 1hafte and other 
part• of marine mechani1m1 and device• 

CONSUMER ~ODS 
MANUFACTURED BY THE WORKS: 

children'• collapsible 
table-chairs 
children'• •nort• 
and game• 1et• 
lftanual winches 
qrccnhouaea 

, . •) 

'.-'.< I 

·SHIP-REPAIR • SHIPBUILDING • M/\CHINE·BUILDING • 

WI BUILD: 

bil9• and eewage water collector.•hip• 
roadetead-harbour water bunkering boat• 
fieh oil collector •hip• 

WI MANUFACTURI: 
r1ow.railin9 chamber• for te1tin9 th• •hip'• main 
propuleion plant 
••parat• 1hip'1 hull con1truction1 

MACHINl!•IUILDING PRODUCTS: 

complete ••t article• tor 1htp11 
marine pulley1 
marina thtlllbl•• 
portholH 
pipe butt connection• 

i 



rroa ... 11 COalpoait• and wooden •hlpa to fi~h-
in9 ahipa under repair, of various typeli, and of up to 

z •SOO t unloaded dlaplacaent, such 1• th• 'Way o~ 
1Yelopment of the enterprlH funotlonln9 a1 a ahip-
1palrln9 plant 91nce 1t n. . 

Thi Svetlov1Jcy Shiprepalr•H today 1a a mo
rn enterprl•• equipped with nece1aary •aoh1nery 
d inetallation, it• personnel n\lllbera about 1SOO 
9h-akilled workers, •~9in••r• and employ•••· 

Th• enterpri•• ha• a wide experience ln r•
ir in9 th• •hip• type Atlantic and Super-Atlantic 
1lt in GDJlt. 

MAIN F!ATURl!S OF THI! l!NTl!RPRISI! PRODUCTION 

R~pair and modernization of ship• ot u~ to 
4, 500 t unloaded di .• ,1.,ce1119nt 
Buildin9 ot •hip• of up to too t unloaded 
di a placement ® 
OUR Sl!RVICl!S Rl!NDl!Rl!D IN THI! SPH!R! OF SHIP•Rl!PAIR 

Perfor.min9 current, dockin9 and overhaul •hip-repair 
Maintenance of •hip• 
conver11on and modernization of ship• 
Re~airinq of aeparate mechani•m• and device• 
Reatorln9 of part• of mhipa technical aid• 

'(~ " 1)::...·:1''l:V v'1·~ '\.; ,' ·;oJiJ 'h"(~Cj ... { '.' 11 ·c ~.,y' '1 ,;,,' :.' r.;; J' r;ri ', l '(~(·.! 1''fe)1F· •J•I ;'.It. ~\·f._l \' i • . 1 .. \ ' I. '· .•j• ~7 ,1 f • \ .. ,.,(/ ,,, J'.!-1-- r , \1 .. • 

(l~ff;"> qo; ~J.J'•:).:UJfTf;\1~~·,t(r.).:41;-,,.'"'.'{:f,,·i 1j~{ •. (J:.iW.'f:'l.1~·~i . 

The availability of the flow railin9 ch~l'llb•r for 11-
mulation teats of the ship under repair t~ combine 
moorin9 and performance trial• without 9oin9 offshore 
allow• to rai•• reliability and to reduce coat• of 
•hip-repair. 

d 
Ei 
~1 -

'° ..., 



Appendix 3 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

General 

Modern management ~s not administratively subordinated 

to the individual pers0n or group cf people but every 

employee of the factory is of great importance structural 

element of this organization. 

He/she decides to some extent about company policy and 

it-s development. 

It is innovation activity and such organization guarantees 

good cooperation of p~ople. According to sociological tests 

it is of great importance the identification of the employee 

~ith group, the membership gives opportunity for personal 

ambitions and personality development. 

Effectiveness of managerial labour. 

Basing on the above effectiveness of managing work 

depends upon the following most important factors: 

- to be in possession of actual knowledge - information 

coming from its own enterprise and external sources, 

- to be a professional authority, 

- to be competent person, 

- skill to plan his own labour. 

- knowledge of individual needs and desiring cf subordinates, 

- collaborators o wli.C'm it can be transferred compt:tenc~s, 

- skill of prompt admission to mistakes and quick liqui-

dation of consequence~. 

To develop creative activity of management is possible in 

situation when they can undertake independent decisions 

and lack of such rights damp and break their initiative. 

Taking into consideration development in shipbuilding in

dustry it is foreseen that costs of manufacturers will be 

determinated by cost of preparing of production. 

l 
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In shipbuilding industry around 70 % of product costs 

will be expenditures for development investigation, 

projecting,technology and construction. 

Of great importance will be management working on pre

paring of production.It will be necessary to have emplo

ees with experience and creative initiative to prepare 

this process. 

This kind of activity is estimated in West Europe on 

30 % while only 10 % in eastern countries. 

In USA for example the creative initiative manifest_ 

people aged till 50_years. To introduce technical pro

gress and scientific organization of labour there 

were actively engaged following employees: 

- 15 % of age 19 - 25 years 

- 22 % of age 26 - 30 years 

- 33 % of age 31 - 40 years 

- 29 % of age 41 ·- 50 years. 

Shipyard management of privatised enterprises have to 

comply with the above results, if they want to use 

optimum experience of capitalistic economic system. 

Shipyard which postpone to introduce the innovation and 

technical progress cannot count on profit. 

The most important matter when projecting organization 

is to define the strategy of enterprise operation. 

It can be once attitude to endure, other time for maxi

mum profit or assure employees better conditions of 

payment and social profits. 

In the shi?building industry good operation of enter

prise is possible when the production is subject to 

alteration before it is backward. 
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In such a case the key position is the 

of planning of product together with 

research-development centre. 

department 

sor-c;e of 

To increase effectiv~ness of economy and trade it 

should be groupped the shipyard activities in sections, 

depar~ents and cells adequate to the objectives and 

strategic ta~ks as it is shown below: 

Table 

Links between the number of instruction 

and their accomplishment in organization 

structure 

Number of 
instruction 

Degree of 
realization 

in % 

Degree of 
knowledge 

in % 

Negative 
notice 
in % 

58 

30 

12 

46 

69 

92 

49 

78 

97 

54 

36 

21 

Positive 
notice 
in % 

18 

41 

74 

According to this table the most effective system of infor

mation should filter and •10t multiply it. 

It refers also to the selective distribution of reports 

i.e. to inform management only if there is something 

incorrect in the subject activity. 
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Appendix 4 

SCRAP AND BUILT AIDS 
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SCRAP and BUILT AIDS 

It can be arranged at tre own shipyard which is usually 
connected with pollutioa of environment. because of 

oil which containscutting vessel~s hulls. 

There are also a lot of gases, dusts and other contami
nations when cutting autogenous,electric-one or plas~a 
QrC. 

Organization of such scrapping stand with all necessary 
environaaotal protection facilities is also costly. 
A shipyard may resolve this problem in other way like 
one Ukrainian shipowner Azov Shipping Co. and Indian 
Maingi Maritime Consultants PVt Ltd,. from Bombay 
which created joint-venture company for scrapping of 
the vessels. They have· their seat at Alang West 
Coast of India where is the centre of scrapping of · 
vessels. 
Maaz-Marine PVt Ltd which is the game or new company 
(shares are divided 50 ~/ 50 ~ ) provides delivery of 
the vessels by Ukrainian side and cutting by Indian 
partner. Alltogether there will be 80 vessels scrapped 
during 5-7 years period at Alang and in first stage it 
is 15 ships destined for this joint venture undertaking. 

Building of Transeuropean Motorway North-South ( TEM) 
linking Scandinavia and Baltic states through Gdansk 
to Mediterranean sea and further Istambul,Far East 
till Persian gulf will open opcrtuntty for maritime 
economy of Kaliningrad region. There is possibility 
to extend branch motorway using part of existing 
international highway from Elbl~g to Kaliningrad. 
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Appendix 5 

TO BUILD AND EXPORT NOTHING BUT HULLS 
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~C BUILD AND EXPORT NOTHING BUT HULLS 

It is a n black workn and shipyard will work as 
nworkmann as somebody says. 
Opinions on this subject arP divided.The building 
hulls are equipped in basic components. 

§t~el plates are already processed and built in_ 
a hull and sold at satisfactory prices. Shipyard 
could also fit out the hulls 1 but in such case 
somebody has to firian'e the works. Necessary is 
own extensive working capital,which any shipyard 
can dispose in excess.If the shipyard takes expen
sive bank credit ,its service could absorb all pro
fit and even some. losses..-coulfi,be noted. - .. 

An outfitting cycle is l~ng and equipment comes 
from many auxiliary industries. 

As far as hulls construction is concerned its 
building cycle is half a time of ship's erection. 
During this time can be done working documentation 
and steel materials ordered. 

Time is money and shortened building cycle makes 
possible that the same working capital can be used 
to finance con~truction of more vessels and to escape 
from expensive credits. 

There are more and more competitors on the market 
like Rumanian, Chroatien,Ukrainian who use dumping 
prices. Shipowners can give such examples of low 
prices and try to make price blockade. 

.. 
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To be competitive on the market and vi~ with competitors 
s ~~t~yar~·1should fulfill customers requirements as £~ 
follows: 

- quality of the works , 
- punctuality of the or~er. 

A shipyard will be obliged to adapt the technological 
process to the new exigences and change a way of thin
king of personRel taking into consideration the vest 
customers requirements. 

Shipowners pay most attention to the welder and priming
painting works. Well ~leaned,properly primed and painted 
hull gives guarantee that the vessel will longer naviga
te without necessity of its docking. It costs a lot of 
money and shipowners do not want to loose it. 
Therefore necessary is control of each stage.of works. 
At first cleaning of plates than measurement of each 
putting priming layers. Primigg-painting works tak~10 ~ 
of hull building cycle. 

For realisation of such tasks necessa~y are not only 
finances,technology or materials but also welders, hull 
assemblers and painters. 
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HARBOUR TANKER-WATER BOAT 

J>ERnOBO..JIOPrOBYR BOAOHAJIMBHO~ IDIAB&VHKEPOB~ 
~omHOCTb» I65 K&r (225 n.c.) r/n 255 T 
. np. I582Y /IQ 

HasH&qeHHe: np1eu npecHoA BO.U.Y Ha '.'Seperoswx o&&eKTax, CSyKKeposKa cy.u.oa B nopry M H8 

pe~e. 

Knaoo PeMtO'l'pa CCCP: KM ~ w n3 ( BOAOBOS) 

ABTOp npoeK'l'a: KO ·I'Mnpopy(S~noTa 

3aB0,1J.-CTpoHT9Jtb: CBeTJIOBOIOlft CP3 MMffPy($XOS8 CCCP 
I 

ro.u. nocTpoAKH ronosHoro QYAHa: 1989 r. 

CMMBOJT THt18 cyp.HB: IIBP 165 icBT ( 225 n.c •. ) np. I582Y 

HcTOt1HMK cse,u.eHMIU cneQrt41!K&UMft ~ I582Y /I0-901-003 
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